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PRESIDENT'S

MESSAGE

Please participate. The club is nothing without
you. We need you to come on trips. Don't you want to
escape for the weekend - escape from school in the
winter and from work in the summer? Come and feel with
us the freedom of the outdoors, the beauty of the mount
ains, the power of the sea, the comradeship of your
friends in the club.
You can go hiking and climbing without us but
remember that we need you. We need you to teach begin
ners how to go safely into the mountains. We need the
beginners to show their spirit for it can rejuvenate
ours. The club is built on the strength of people.
For a first year student the club can add a personal
touch to an otherwise impersonal university. For a grad
uate student new to U.B.C, the club can help them make
new friends. Everyone in the club who gets involved
learns how to interact with other people and form last
ing friendships. If you get involved with the bureau
cracy of the club, you can leavn how to organize; organ
ize your time and the club's money. You*will learn how
to make decisions and communicate effectively. There
are all skills which will be great attributes to you in
later life.
I will continue to help the club for my nest two
years at U.B.C. in any way that I can.
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EDITOR'S

MESSAGE

From rain, sleet, snov and sunshine
1976.
Here it is. You vrote it and we enjoyed putting it
together. Kay it draw you fron your studies and
5tir.ui2.te the ring at the end of your nose.
Special thanks to those who helped with the
proof reading, editing, photography, and typing;
Rob 3o;.-oe, Eva Macek, Helen and Moira Lemon, Dave
.Miliigan and others.
John Baldwin
Dale Little
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SOCIAL EVENTS
The year started off veil (actually it never ended - we
vers too busy wedding-partying all summer!) with the
Su-r.-sr Reunion. Party. It was held at John Leighton's
ar. a the few who attended had a great time swimming and
eating.
? '-'as or.ce again held up at the Whistler Cabin
ah cut 120 r.ev and old members gathered to become
indoctrinated into V.C.C. ways - including salty-dogging
ar.d singing until soce god-awful hour of the morning.
--ar.y successful hikes, work hikes and reck climbs took
rlace, over the weekend. The best, shortest, and slack
est was led by Julie Curom to the Tantalus Lookout
(actually we walked down the road a little ways).
_:.-..-

• ' : V.

v

Tr.g Hallowe'en Party was held in town this year (at
S.U.E.) and the sixty or so people who attended had the
usual good time.
The Christmas Party was not very well attended (probably)
due to a mistake in the address) but those who were
there certainly enjoyed Ava Gerencher's friend's lovely
hous e.
The Christmas Reunion Party was held at the Vice
iden t' s hcie (that's me) this year. Some 90 people
crowded into the living room to socialize and look at
the slides and photos from the Christmas trips including about fifty million from Little Yohoho. The
highlight of the evening was doing a salty dog, Virginia
Reel and Polka on the front lawn.
?r-;-3

A Square Dancing Party was held in February. We had a
great tine learning the various steps under the
direction of our expert instructer, Ray.
The Banouet hasn't happened, so I can't write about it
yet. However, I expect to see most of you there March 18 in the Dogwood Room of the P.N.E.
1.

GRAD

NEWS

1976-77

COMINGS AND GOINGS ... AND STAYINGS
compiled by Julie Ourom, Vice-President 1 9 7 6 - 7 7 , so
any errors and ommissions are acknowledged by ue.
The past year has seen a lot of old members back at
U.B.C. Frank Baumann has laid off travelling for a
while, and is back in 5th year Education. Terry Hc-2ierson is back from travels south and east and is doing a
master's in Soil Science. Neil Humphries is (finally)
in his last year at U.B.C, in Geography. Ernie Bodie
has returned after having spent two years in Australia
and New Zealand, and is back in Engineering. Ross
Beaty. Gary MacDonald and Chris Temple are all in Law
at U.B.C, Rob Boyce has returned after not really
having been away to finish off his degree in Geology.
Quite a few others are finishing degrees - Mike Miles
and Peter Jordan in Geography, Phil Kubik in Physics,
Roger McNeill (Chrissy's brother) in Agricultural
Economics, Kent Watson in Forestry, and Marilynn P.ode
in Geology.
A surprising number of V.O.C.'ers have made it into
Medicine at U.B.C over the past few years - Grant
McCormack, Mike Rams den. John Martyn, Julian and Mary
(Bus sell) Harri son . Eric Watts, Ann Carter and John
Spouge (shows the club attracts intelligent people!)
Others are scattered across Canada. Marg Mathews is
working in Port Alberni. Chris McNeill has given up
being a t.a. for the moment and is working in a sawmill
in Penticton.
Wynne

Gorman

Gouin Barford is back working
is still here and at present
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in

town.

unemployed.

Moira Leson, Helen Lemon and Anthea Farr have returned
hone after having spent the fall in England and Scotland.
At present, all three are unemployed.
Sec and Sara Brusse are still in town. Bob has become
managed for M.E.C. and Sara is still teaching in Rich
mond. Paul and Marilyn and Timothy Starr are also
around. Paul is working for the Dept. of the Environ
ment and is President of the F.M.C.B.C.
John Fri-ell is still working out at U.B.C, as are
Rolf Kullaj; and Roland Burton. Shleen Bohn is working
in the Children's Hospital, after having spent two
years in Europe. Shiona Whyte is counting fishes in
Vest V 3 n .
John Prize!! is planning on going off on the
Greenpeace Expedition to Newfoundland. After quitting
their Jobs, Erich Hinze and John Halliday have spent
the fall and winter touring and climbing Europe and
overland to Nepal.
Kirsteen Laing is down in New Zealand.
still travelling around.

Ellen Woodd is

Still ethers are in the rest of Canda. The Nelson area
seerr.s to be one of the places to be these days. Freddy
Tr.iesssn, 5arb Patterson and Dave Whiting; have been
joined there by Eric hite, Vivien Bowers, and Bruce
Fai rley. rlirsty Leig-hton is back from New Zealand via
Vancouver and Slithers, and is now in Nursing in

rave Patterson is still working in Calgary. He has
beer, joined there by Jeff Roberts. Bob and Margot
Mc.Vec'r.an are working on their master's (mistress'?), in
Geology at Queen's in Kingston. Betty Walsh is still
at Sir George in Montreal and is cartoonist for the
university rag. Rory McNeill is still working there.
•Marvin Currey is working in Toronto.

Dave Lemon and Pat Javorski are living in Halifax,
where Pat is teaching and Dave oceanographing.
Christine and Bruce Neilson are presently in Russia,
where Bruce is at work on his PhD in Physics.
HITCKINGS
-still the popular thing to do
David Lemon and Pat Javorski - April 76
Bruce Heilson and Christine Bullen - May 76
Julian Harrison and Mary Bussell - August 76
Bill Lee and Sue - August 7 6
Roland Burton and Heidi Piltz - August 76
Bryan Fraser and Keith Niall have also both gotten
married (but not to each other) but we don't know who
OFFSPRING
to Sue and Murray Fierheller, in Halifax, in June 76,
daughter, Erin.
to Nancy and Karl Ricker, In Vancouver, in December 7
a son, Jorli.
DEATHS
We were saddened to hear that Paul Simms (President
1 9 6 7 - 6 8 ) died last year, from a brain tumour.
We were also distressed to hear that Barbara Chapman
was killed in a very tragic accident last summer.

V.O.C. WHISTLER CABIH
Julie O-jrca (with help fuom others

HISTORY.

1

During the past sixty years, the Varsity Outdoor
Club has built a number of cabins for the use of its
-.embers. These cabins - located successively on Holly
burn Mountain, Grouse Mountain, Mount Seymour, and at
'••"nistler .Mountain - have served as focal points for the
-any and varied activities of the club. As well, they
-lave helped to bind the club together with the strenth
and companionship which major projects bring to clubs.
'.As the club expanded over the years, and as
circumstances changed, one cabin was replaced by another.
All of the cabins were built and/or renovated by the
club, with -.embers, both present and past, contriubuting
and acquiring the necessary money, labour and materials.
Always, the proceeds from the sale of one cabin were
used to help finance construction of the next.
Over the years, these cabins have served as links
between successive generations of V.O.C.'ers. We have
retained contact with most of our "old" members, many of
whom have continued to take an interest in the affairs
of the club, even years after they were actively
finished with it. They reappear to help with club
activities (eg cabin-building projects) when needed,
freely giving their invaluable professional expertise,
labour, money and materials. Without their help,
likely none of the cabins would have been built.
The Whistler Cabin is the most recent one in this
series. In the mid-1960's, when it had become apparent
that having a cabin on Mount Seymour was not the best
arrangement (largely because of Parks Board opposition
to private cabins on the mountain), the decision was
made to locate at the newly developing recreational area
of Whistler. It was felt that having a cabin in this
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area would facilitate access to mountaineering, hiking
and skiing, and would serve as a centre for these

activities.
From 1 9 6 5 on, the club's activities became focused
on this new project.

After members had selected and

prepared the site, the building was constructed during
the following two years.

Throughout, volunteer labour

was utilized, under the direction of club members,
including the architect, Byron Olson.
It is impossible to determine the exact cost of
the cabin. In monetary terms, about $30,000 was put
into it. Initially, construction and other costs were
financed by obtaining three short-term loans from the
A.M.S. These were partly paid back using the proceeds
from the sale of the Seymour Cabin. The rest of the
money needed was raised and donated by club members.
The remianing funds and materials which were necessary
to finish the cabin were scrounged by the club.
In contrast, no monetary value can be placed on
the literally thousands of hours of work put in by mem
bers. If it can be said that anything is done as a
"labour of love", then this is a fine example. Club
members believed in the project; they wanted the cabin
for themselves, and for their successors, and thus they
were willing to do whatever was necessary in order to
get it built.
Unfortunately, the euphoria generated in the club
by the construction of the cabin - which is evidenced
by the tremendous surge in club membership during this
time - was somewhat short-lived.

When the idea to build

a ski facility in the Whistler area vas first conceived
of, no one could possibly have foreseen the direction
vhich development would take, and, in particular, that

it would quickly turn into a crowded, high-priced, and
fashionable, ski resort. As the nature of downhill
skiing in the Whistler area became more commercialized
(and more expensive), V.O.C.'ers turned more and more
to ski mountaineering. Thus, the downhill-skiing scene
beeo-ir.g basically incompatible with the philosophies
of the club, it is no wonder that the cabin did not re
gain the focus of club activities.
Ir. addition, it was just too expensive for the
club to run properly, and was becoming an increasing
drain on the finances of the club. It was costing us
in excess cf $2 ,000 per year, just to pay insurance,
light, heat and supply bills, and this figure was
continually rising. This may seem like a rather insig
nificant sum of money, but it was more than we could
afford - especially since it did not take care of any
thing sore than the bare minimum of upkeep. Renova
tions and further improvements were out of the question.
And, sore importantly, it left too little money to
finance the rest of the club's activities.
A series of meetings during 1 9 7 3 and 1 9 7 ^ convinced
us that we had a problem, but that there was no easy
solution to it. A number of proposals were put forward,
with so-e V.O.C.'ers advocating a skiing sub-section of
the club running the cabin, while others preferred that
a separate downhill ski club be formed at U.B.C. to use
the cabin. Throughout, it was assumed that, although
'the V.O.C. might relinquish day-to-day management of
the cabin, some control would be retained and/or that
the V.O.C. would receive compensation for the time and
money which we had put into building and maintaining
the cabin.
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In line with this, we decided that the cabin could
be put to better use by a group of downhill skiers. At
the time, no downhill ski club existed on campus, de
spite the fact that so many students are avid skiers.
To remedy this, in the spring of 19711, a group formed
the U.B.C. Ski Club. At this time, no formal agreement
was drawn up between the two clubs, and the V.O.C. re
tained its ownership of the cabin. It was simply de
cided that if the Ski Club took on the responsibility of
maintaining the cabin, it could have the use of it. In
addition, V.O.C.'ers were given special privileges with
respect to cabin use. The cabin was to be run by a
committee composed of members of both clubs. This agree
ment was subject to annual review.
A number of meetings took place between the two
clubs during that fall and winter. These culminated,
in the spring, with the V.O.C. being approached by the
Ski Club with an offer to buy the cabin from us. Both
sides were amenable to this suggestion; however, it
was blocked by the A.M.S., who informed us that they
owned the cabin, and thus they would not let us sell it
to the Ski Club, or to anyone else. Another aggreement
was then drawn up, which would give the Ski .Club onehalf control of the cabin, provided that the V.O.C.
could use the cabin for club functions whenever it
wanted to, and that V.O.C.'ers could stay in the cabin
for a nightly fee of 1/10 of the Ski Club's annual
membership. However, this was also rejected by the
A.M.S., on the grounds that it gave the V.O.C. too much.
By the late spring of 1975, it had become apparent
that a more permanent agreement had to.be drawn up as
soon as possible. Renovations tq the cabin were ne
cessary in order that it conform to the current building
code, and to make it more attractive to skiers. A
temporary agreement was thus drawn up tor the transfer
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of the cabin to the Ski Club, vith the understanding
that a final agreement would be worked out in the coming
fall. This would simply enable the Ski Club to work on
the cabin during the summer.
Curing the summer, negotiations fell apart. At a
meeting of the A.M.S. Finance Committee in July, we were
tcld that we had no right to ask for any compensation
since we did not own the cabin. We feel that we do, in
terms of the money and time we have put into it.
?lc further agreement was drawn up in the fall of
1 9 7 5 . By then, it had become apparent that the A.M.S.
regarded the Whistler Cabin as their property, under
the administration of the Ski Club. All efforts by
the V.C.C. to come to an agreement with the Ski Club
and/or the A.M.S. have been thwarted ever since then.
The Varsity Outdoor Club feels that it has a two
fold interest in the Whistler Cabin. First of all, we
have an equity in terms of money, which, not including
our labour of the appreciation in value of the cabin
(to $ 2 5 0 , 0 0 0 when the Ski Club took it over), is about
£33,000.
Secondly, we have an interest in terms of the
time and effort which club members have put into the
cabin.
The V.O.C. realizes that, in order to make economical
use of the cabin, it should be used by downhill skiers
Cie the Ski Club) as well as by others, including the
'V.O.C. Use by the Ski Club must probably predominate,
but most not preclude use by the V.O.C.
At this point in time, we would like to come
agreement vith respect to this, our, interest, in
that we nay be suitably compensated for the money
•work which we have put into building the Whistler

to an
order
and
Cabin.

t

• • . RAINBOW

MOUNTAIN
February 1976

Graham Underhill

This mountain, located directly across the valley
from the Whistler Mountain downhill area, is a fan
tastic place for a weekend ski-touring trip. The
approach is via the same summer trail described in the
book 103 Hikes in S.W. B.C. Toothpicks or trowels
(heavier mountaineering skis) may both be used although
the latter is more highly recommended for skiing with a
pack and enjoying the powder.
Our party started up the logging road leading up 21
mile creek under cloudy skies and the occasional snow
flurry. We reached Rainbow Lake in mid-afternoon after
a leisurely walk up the trail which is quite flat. We
set up the tents and then went for a short ski up the
lake before darkness set in.
The next morning, we were awakened by a big warmsun shining through the roof of the tents. The sky was
an incredibly clear brilliant blue colour and it was a
factor that was responsible for getting everybody up
and ready to ski to the peak by 9:30.
The ascent took only about three hours and we ate
lunch in the cool crisp mountain air blowing around the
summit. The descent was of course the best part of the
whole day. Everybody had a great time floating or
crawling downhill through the fresh powder to the basin.
At our campsite, we shouldered our packs and quickly
headed down the trail to make the cars before dark. Zn
some places, the trail was tricky skiing, but everyone
managed to make it down one way or another without any
broken limbs.

Everybody agreed that the trip had been

extremely enjoyable and I would personally

recommend

Rainbov Mountain as a great area for weekend and longer
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ski-touring trips.
Jay MacArthur (L)
Graham Underhill

Party:

John Baldwin
Marg Symon

MT.

AMICUS

8300'
March 1976

Bill Lee

Approach: Drive straight ahead from the Alice Lake
Whistler turnoff for approximately 35 miles to the
Elaho-Scjuamish River Junction. The- bridge crossing the
Scuar.ish Hiver has a moose xing sign on it; don't cross
the river but continue on the road until you reach the
Carrol Creek logging road, which is unmarked but ovious.
Arriving at the logging road up Carrol Creek, many
good reasons were thought of to go elsewhere, however
poor reasoning prevailed, and we trundled off,following
the logging road and taking all the ugly, altitude
gaining branches until we started through the open woods
beside Carrol Creek. After about 3 hours, we came upon
THE KEADnALL, a 30°, 700' snow slope with big, big bumps
and deep, deep holes (an advanced case of terminal gla
cier measles). In appraching the headwall, we had to
cross, carefully, a narrow avalanche gully from which
had spilled great amounts of ice blocks and other
goodies. It took us another 3 hours to struggle up the
headwall, by which tine the weather was socking in
quite badly. This didn't really matter much as we had
at least h different opinions of where we were.
GRAHAM: "Look, there's a peak! Quick,take a bearing
JOHN :

It

on it. ii
I don't have that peak on my map.tt
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MALCOLM:

"Let's put up the tent.''

So, we trucked on for another mile and put up camp.
Ah, the inspiration of peeling off frozen skins amidst
the roar of spin drift avalanches and the soothing
accompaniment of a 30 mph wind off the glacier. Malcom
provided the entertainment that night as he tried to
set the tent floor on fire, then spill a pint of hot
water on it, providing us with an indoor pool that night.
The next morning was as gray as the last, so we
decided to go only as far as the lip of the glacier, a
short distance away. We amused ourselves by filling
the potholes. Graham impressed us with Ijis cornice
jumping ability and death defying ski runs, as John did
violent imitations.
After packing up camp, we skiied down in redi-mix,
one of us consistently skiing into trees. The drive
home was teeth shattering since the snow had melted
from the road exposing extremely rythmic potholes.
The trip to climb Amicus would be an as-thetic albeit
long 2 day trip in a low popularity but attractive area
and would be best done in spring.
Partyi

Graham Underhill
John Baldwin

Malcolm Allen
Bill Lee

SHULAPS
John Baldwin (L)
Hob Boyce
Malcolm Allen

BANGE
Spring Midterm Break

Shulaps Eange, although a considerable distance
from Vancouver, 6«-T hours, is a pleasant and rarely
visited area if three or preferably four days can be
afforded. After reaching Lillgoet, take the turnoff
for Goldbridge to mile k6, then take the right hand
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turnoff 10 miles to Marshall Lake and finally hike along
the logging road that follows Jim Creek.
Due to the weather, Shulaps Peak was not climbed;
in fact it was seen through the falling snow only once
or twice. Despite the restricting weather, the trip
was felt by some to be well worth while for the ex
hilarating downhill powder skiing. John even thought
it was worth the difficult trail breaking through fresh
knee-deep powder, John broke trail...(Rob broke a
tire chain.,.)

GROUSE MT.
March 28

a ve Million

What was originally planned as a ski tour of the
Dan/Goat aria turned out to be a leisurely day spent
on Greece. Or. our way to Dam, the head ski patrol had
heard of ":-'^d ski tourers <on the loose", so intercep
ted us vi h avalanche warnings. After some argument,
he finally threatened Court Action with respect to
trespassing so we decided to ski to Fromme. Blueberry
was vacant.
we skied down it, across Skyline, and
dovr. tc Mosquito Creek. When we hit the road (flat)
or. the other side, laziness took over and we decided
to do the peak of Grouse from the backside. It proved
to ce very interesting (cliffs, etc.). Once on top,
conventional downhiliers wondered what we used sticks
(ice axes) for, and how we managed to go uphill without
slipping. We then found a fantastic 1*00' gulley of
fering I of powder (Grouse powder) snow. An amazing
"boogie" down the moguls of Peak topped off the day
vhere we graced the Skyride lineup with our "sticks"
and "funny-looking clothes".
f

1

Steve Ludvig
Paul Zie.kowicz

Tom Volkers
Dave Milligan

13.

SPHIKX

CAMP

1976

LOG

BOOK

EXERPTS

Edited by Julie Ourom
APRIL 17 - Unpleasant weather discouraged many people
from staying here to test their ability to survive with
a lack of food!

(ll left) Those who remained had lovely

trips to Sentinel Glacier and the Garbage Pile.

To the

amazement of those who stayed (Malcolm, Bill, Jean, Tom,
and Diane), a helicopter arrived at 6:30 bringing the
long-awaited food.
APRIL 19 - THE MOUSE EPISODE!!1 or Man vs. Mouse.
While calmly playing cards at around 10 p.m., mischievous
sounds were heard from a food box below the sleeping
shelf.

Boxes were dragged into the middle of the floor

for closer surveillance.

After deciding that the mouse

was in the bread box, each loaf was carefully removed
while Malcolm wielded the broom - no mouse'.'.

After

more listening, the mouse was determined to be in the
potato box.

After considerable ponderance of what to do,

the box was lifted and dropped several times in hopes
of knocking the mouse out.

Hovever, after opening the

box and removing some potatoes,, the mouse was found to
still be alive.

So - Per threw potatoes at him (ed.

note - are you sure it was a him?) and Malcolm speared
him with the broom handle -•• Finally, one dead mouse.
(Thus saving the food of future Sphinx campers!)

The

mouse was given a suitable funeral (thrown down the
outhouse).

The aftermath of the excitement was a

sight to be seen - i.e. potatoes and shredded.paper all
over the hut! Ah!
ment to the evening.

What a way to add a little excite
(ed. note - I'm glad I wasn't there

- that kind of excitement I can easily do without!)

lit.

APRIL 20 - Socked in! Practically 1 foot of fresh light
snov. Wind is bloving from the vest across the lake ugh! Weather has been slovly but inexorably deterior
ating over the last two days. Hope people arriving
tomorrow find things improving.
APRIL 2 3 - not so hot weather. Brilliant new revol
utionary idea to finance Sphinx Camp. Bob McM. suggests
marketing "Zipper Dentures". Kot only useful for re
placing broken or missing zipper teeth (for gaiters etc.)
"out also amazing implications for toothless gentle
women who talk too much, etc. etc, etc,
g

APRIL - - - Stuart, Berni, Bob, Kargot, Jim, Graham,
C.-rir.a an'd I'rizell, after a leisurely breakfast went up
t-: the Guar ::-De cepti on Col in indifferent weather. We
climbed th- first three Deception Pinnacles and skied
down about J'.'OC. Berni continued to Vancouver. Bob,
Jim, Grabar and Corina like-, the run so much that they
"-•eat back v.r. tvi ce. John, Stuart and Margot climbed
Guard. A y.coc time was had by all. A party consisting
cf Dave Mil , i(fan and Steve Ludwig climbed up the Sphinx
today. Wea'her was not ideal as the peak was reached
in r.°ar white-out conditions. The ski down on x-c skis
was excellent.
1

APRIL -c - Sieve and Dave still maintain that cross
country skis are superior. Stuart and John, after a
leisurely breakfast, two games of chess and a morning
of general slackness, left to climb the Sphinx at 1:15.
Beautiful weather with unlimited visibility but a mite
windy - necessitating ice axe arrests on the summit to
keep -from being blown off.
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Heather Manson at Yoho
Photo: Graham Fishlook

MAY 1 - Quote of the day - In reference t o toilet paper,
Marg Mathews said, "r'm running out.

I'm going t o have

to bum some".
MAY 3 - Weather gorgeous.
Guard-Deception Col.

The Neve Party headed up the •

Rob was going to follow closely

but Stuart started cooking hash browns and grilled
cheese sandwiches and Rob couldn't pass this up. The
first group climbed Guard for lunch (?) while Jacques
and Rob frazzled in the col for k hours.

Ron and Gouin

took off to return to the workaday world.

The rest of

us climbed several D.P., then returned to the cabin.
Stuart stayed in all day and was super-charged with
energy.
MAY h

Sherry got the consequences of this.
- Weather awful (seems to alternate between good

and bad). Stuart is planning to leave so we're all
praying it lifts soon.
yetchj

Snow or slush, white-out -

Marg didn't get enough sleep last night and is

cranky today.

Cabin fever runs rampant.

Stuart and

Bob serenade Sherry with unusual songs, then unusual
stories,

Jacques works on a bladder capacity record;

he's still in his bag at l':30 and looks pale.

Sherry,

Stuart and Steve go skiing while the others supate.
The ski party returns and absurdity erupts.

HIKING

IN

THE SOUTHWEST

Rob Boyce

April

This article iB meant as an introduction to touring
in the scenic Colorado Plateau, which encompasses a
large part of the "k Corners States" of Utah, Colorado,
New Mexico and Arizona.

It is formed of a great thick

ness of flat-lying sedimentary strata, which is often
brilliantly hued In white, orange and red.

The plateau

lies between 6000 and 9000 feet high and is in places
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deeply dissected, producing vertical canyon walls,
isolated columns, and natural bridges.

The climate is

moderate to semi-arid, cold in winter and sweltering in
summer, elevation having a great influence.

The

common vegetation is commonly pinon pine, juniper and
sagebrush.

Higher and wetter areas have forests of fir,

spruce, ponderosa pine and aspen.

Dozens of national

parks and monuments have been set up in the region, and
access is, of course, all by paved roads.
We found April a good time to travel in the south
west.

There are few people around (but watch out for

Sasisr); the tenperature is reasonable, and although
"one snow fell, it was no problem.

Most parks have

c:-:>.psites ; ? :• a national forest campgrounds are open
6.11 year ar. i free .
Colora'i': National Monument is 12 miles long and
located in -: :3ternr.ost Colorado, near Grand Junction.
?rjsi".n lias .;arved a number of box canyons over 1000'
daep cut of an escarpment facing the Colorado River.
The largest, of these-, Monument Canyon, contains many
tall columns and mesas of odd shape, as well as sheer
and sl?.bby v.;lls . There are several short trails on
the canycn ri^:3 and 2 of a few miles length, leading
down to the valley.

There are a few canyon springs,

but trails are generally dry.

The 22-mile Rim Rock

Drive is probably better cycled as we were constantly
stopping our car for views.
3ryce Canyon is a 20-mile long national park in
SW Utah, and is one of the more popular parks.

It

consists of a number of small canyons radiating from
four r.ain amphitheatres carved from the east-facing
Paunsaugunt Escarpment.

Within these there is a bad-

land country of literally hundreds of thousands of
pinnacles, towers, and bladed ridges, ranging up to
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300' high.

Many of these hoodoos are fantastically

shaped and their appeal to the imagination has resulted
in their fanciful names.

Many trails (from 0 to 28 mi.)

run along or below the canyon rims, and wind among the
columns down to the canyon floors.

When I was there,

snow highlighted the scenery, but made the trails a
bit treacherous.

The weather was perfect, and my

friend and I made a sizable investment in Eastman
Kodak, on some of the most enjoyable short trails I've
been on.

Valley streams usually last into early summer,

but then are often augmented by thundershowers.
Nearby Zion National Park is my favourite, encomp
assing an area lh by 18 miles.
canyons.

Its main feature is

The largest is Zion Canyon, cut out of the

Kolob Terrace by the Virgin River, rising from the
floor at 1(000' to peaks at 6000 to 7000'. Several
trails snake up the canyon walls to viewpoints and other
canyons, some of which have been blasted out, paved and
have hand-chains.

The canyons present such a magni

ficent impression because you approach from the bottom,
as opposed to Grand Canyon, where you are always looking
down from the rim, and have no concept of scale.

Zion

has a few longer trails, with primitive campsites, in
the extensive high plateau area, which is dry and ex
posed as opposed to the well-watered and vegetated
canyon bottoms.
Many other areas of the Colorado Plateau are under
federal protection, including Arches, Grand Canyon,
Canyonlands, Paria River, Dinosaur and Capitol Reef
(and others).

But this article is enough to start, and

there are many areas I haven't visited (I w i l l ) .
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SIR

?:C!!A?.7,

CAPERS

Adders C ;rcs

April

la:: t Apri 1 , r.ob Boyce , John Baldwin„ Malcolm Allen
and r.vself attenpted Mount Sir Richard from the eastern
llillceet River) ^iae.
:t'ir 5.- the end

Cur quartet eventually found it

the logging; road on the rivers' west

side, at Tuvisus "reek, late in the afternoon after
nte r- ai r.:r.er.t f r -.r- a pet ulant crake and a now def unc t
z'f.i

r*.c/. .

A ::hcrt stroll through mature forest brought

tr.e sr.cv line where we halted in anticipation of
a b.-ev, after which ve retired.
-

:

~

z

~-

-i

i-r:c-r -i:;e.

foot

3lor

Morning brought an un-

through light snow to

7ron this point ve (approximately) con-

'-Our'.'i &r;ur.'j cu.ndry hillocks jnti 1 reaching an i ns igr.ificLr.t

p&G7

;;r ^ t ef

l y r.ade c ar.p .

3 miles SE of Tenas Peak, where we

A.bycaal weather greeted the intrepid explorers in
*.:. ••. r-.v..

,J

^ - i^-er a - ui tab ly prolongod breakfast

v-i •:-- e r o d and proceeded to ascend a t r i vi al bump .
V

( 6 ~ OS' , see .'-'cBride Range M a p ) .

A superb ski run en-

f

su ;d, after which ve followed a valley/cirque toward
Ten as Peak, hoping to .take this consolation ascent
ie:;;. .te cur e xc i-1 le r. t view cf EC for? (#1 grade).

Even

t;.: ". zr t ved beyc:. u us, an 'J ._. o vc retreated to camp ,
t-- .3ir.£
J

en route to r.ake a second ascent of our bump in

the -vcriv-s T/eni.'if' r>un s -ii ne .

Sunrise next morn i ng

wat ~ver. better, and we descended with consoling
*. ..o J yr. *. - involving

a

re t urn a 11c-n:p t.

By di sre garding

r.y skis welfare I was able to gain several hours on the
re:: cf the group, and so had sone profitable sunbatning before their eventual appearance.
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MT.

SIR

RICHARD

Rob Boyce
Party:

ATTEMPT
May 7-12

Stuart Lynne
Jacques Bilinskl
Bob Boyce

We 3 appeared at Whistler around noon Friday and
unloaded in front of the ticket booth in the blazing
sun, and tried to over-stuff our packs. Stuart then
locked his keys in the trunk, and'after this problem
was solved, and he wheeled off to park, Jacques dis
covered that he had left his ticket money inside.
(Bote" : $2 tickets may be bought after 2 PK)
While riding the Gondola, Stuart nauseated us by
baring his feet, which had been imprisoned in ski boots
at Sphinx the past 10 days. The scantily-clad skiers
observed from the Red were somewhat distracting, though
all parties skied off the chair in fine form. Upon
reaching the top of the T-Bar, it promptly shut down.
Weather was still perfect and we reached Russet Lake
cabin in 31/2 hours.
The weather next day was, well, you guessed it.
We rumbled up the hill and actually had to kick steps
(no mean feat on skis) over Whirlwind-Fissile Saddle;
where we sat awhile before returning to the cabin. On
the way down, we met a group of 7 who were going to camp
on Overlord Glacier. Naturally it cleared by supper,
and we felt a bit dumb.
Weather had reverted to superlative, so we wasted
no time in the morning. As it was still early, we
needed to kick steps 700* up from the others' camp to
Overlord Mtn. On rounding it, we met the "Group of 7"
returning from Benvolio, Proceeding through BenvolioFitzsimmons Col, we avoided 3 saall icefalls on Diavolo
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Glacier, and turned down Detour Creek, as we wanted
nothing to do with the r:&ir.rr.oth i oef all at the snout.
ihis rouie seeded to lead directly across to the valley
f Uby:;;. oy GJ.ac-., providing access to both Sir Richard
and V-i-';&cee J'tn.

however, upon reaching treeline, it

t^-iar.* evident that the intervening Cheakamur. Valley
V 3 3 r.:t cnly deeper than anticipated, but also displayed
s. gcelly vi3th of open water.

So we deked through the

trees r.or»r. of the river ar.d down scr.e cliff bands to a
zj.7.ikzr.

at Diavolo Creek, where Jacques repaired his

->ir.s.

T'r.e next J kus. involve] skiing through side-

hill
set

Z'iz':.

until ope a country was reached.

Camp was

.p at tne last patch of open water, when Sir Rich

first r ? -it p e are d f r or. behind the Lecture Cutters; about
1 kr. below the r.n out of Mcerid-; C-lac.

As the sky

"hlc-ur-ei, great plans were laid.
rut the best-laid plans of mice and r.en gang aft
ajriey.
wind.

'Jr.f-'- and rainfall were punctuated by blasts of
j.. foray was sade on foot after neon, but avalan-

.che conditions vera ludicrous and we retreated in disorder.

Our larder was inspected, and it appeared that

w-3 voul-j have to leave next day.
The weather wasn't inspiring anyway.

We avoided

the hue r.whack by punching holes up to the ridge, and
t

r

z

it toward :Iadon Pas 3 .

i

The top was very

cold, v:*h alternating powder and rock.
*.:.-.•

o-i'i

We skiied off

cornice ir; trie flat light. 'I'ft en dropping west of

th-- r / . 3 w e

lunched below the steep moraine of Waden

C1 s c i e r .
Ve started up a new route on Iago Glac. , which
vvull take uc up tc 7 ^ 0 0 ' , 9 0 0 ' lower than Ben-Fitz Col.
-he ceiling was reached before the col at the NW end of
the glacier.

A gale whipped up the snow, and a slope .
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of glare ice led dovn into whiteness on MacBeth Glac.
We gingerly dropped into the bowl at 5 mph, barely
able to see each other.

Vision improved.while descend

ing a steep slope to Fitz G l a c , eventually exposing a
full frontal of the 1700' high Fitz icefall.
glacier showed a few dips, but no open slots.

The
We then

traversed up to a 6600' notch on the next ridge, which
included crossing 60 m. of avalanche slope.

From the

notch we crossed O'lord Glac. above the steep part,
then skied through the icefall on the west side, which
was comfortably snow-filled.

Fissile Pk. was rounded

at too high an elevation, necessitating dropping down a
steep gulley to Russet Ck., then climbing to the cabin.
That night we pigged out on remaining food.
It was, once again, warm and damp as we skiied off
into the morning's Cream of Wheat.

A compass proved

useful en route to Whistler, where we managed to
attract much attention.
ROUTE DESCRIPTION:

1.

The route followed in is likely

the best approach to Sir Richard.

Access to the upper

part of McBride Glac., though not seen clearly by us,
should be around either side of the icefall.
lover approach via lago Glac. is also OK.

2.

The

If the O'lcr

icefall is too active, one can cross the flat to WhirlFiss Saddle.

3.

The high line to Naden Pass is poorer

at this time of year.

It. Fissile Pk. should be rounded

on the east by descending to where the moraine meets
Russet Creek.

NIVALIS

MT. ATTEMPT

On a Friday evening in mid-May, at 5 PM, 2 of us
in a battered up Ford (Ferrari) Falcon left Vancouver
in an effort to climb Nivalis from the east.

We

filled our tank at Pemberton and headed south on the
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Lillooet River road. We crossed the river over a bridge
that appeared at a convenient moment and camped on the •
other side at midnight.
In the morning ve folloved the -logging trucks north,
turned left at the appropriate mileage, and headed up
the obvious ridge. We left the car about 10 am and
reached alpine at dusk, at a respectable area for camp
ing.
From here, ridge travel, on skis, was easy and we
headed off towards the "nearby" Nivalis.' Unfortunately
ve ended up overlooking a substantial vertical drop to
the glacier, that we neglected to spot on the map. As
Sir Hichard was disappearing in a black cloud and Nivalis
looked further away, we climbed the closest peak, which
turned out to be the 7800-footer east of Tenas Pk (Talon
Pk.}. We reached the top as a storm closed in. We
rushed down and burned back to camp with the static
electricity crackling in our metal ice-axes like a CBCFM broadcast in Horseshoe Bay.
Hext morning we found beer and car waiting patien
tly. We needed gas ana were able to purchase some at
the logging camp on Harrison Lake. If some of the de
tails seen obscure, consult Anders Ourom's article
that may be in the journal around here somewhere.
Also, phone Canadian Forest Products before leaving;
they are very helpful and friendly.
Curtis Kennedy and Ian Campbell
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OVERLORD

MTH.
May 1 3 - 1 6

Berni Claus
Graham Underhill

This trip vas going to ba a mad four day rush down
the Fitzsimmons Range and back up the Spearheads, but
this was not to be so. Extremely bad weather the first
day and avalanche conditions the following day, de
molished our plans.
The first day rain was so bad we were more than
seriously thinking of giving up before we started, but
after persuading Garabaldi Lifts to sell us $1 rickets
to mid-station (and then just walk ontored chair), we
could not quit. Leaving the Round house at 12:30 in
white out conditions, with Graham as guide, we skied up
over Little Whistler, Piccolo, Flute and Oboe, hopping
from rock to rock as the cloud lifted precious little
every 30 minutes or so. By the time we arrived at
Russet Lake at 7:30, the weather had reversed itself
100$ and we could have slept under a clear starred
sky. (But we chose the cabin instead).
On day 2 we headed up towards the Fissile-Whirlwind
col, dropping our packs there and climbing Fissile
and Whirlwind, Refuse pinnacle being toe steep for
heavy packs and the NW side of Overlord being too
avalanche prone, we abandonded plans for the complete
traverse and proceeded to climb Overlord with day packs.
Traversing the south side of Refuse was damn steep and
icy, myself preferring to walk with the safety of an
ice ax, while Graham trusted his superiour skiing.
Camp was made Just above Fissile-Whirlwind col after
convincing Graham that setting up in the Whirlwin windcirque would be unwise, though the view would be great.

2k.

Day 3 was spent being normal again and sleeping in
and watching O.K. Choppers drop YO-YO.'s on top of OverLcrd. We occuppied the day by skiing Whirlwind several
times, and by skiing down Overlord glacier and up to
the 7200 col. From here it seems ve could have ascen
ded the north ridge of Overlord without avalanche pro
blems. Graham amused himself by running over the snow
in bare feet in his underwear from one rock to another,200 ft. avay, and back again.
Or. tr.e morning of the fourth day, after a
beautiful but icy run down to Russet Lake, we crossed
back tovards Whistler stopping in a small bowl to
carve up the snow with S's (Graham) and ?-raarks (my
self) .
Also of interest is a note found in the Russet
Lake log book describing the return route from Russet
Lake to Whistler.
SI1TGING PA5S-030E: From pass follow obvious chute in
trees up. From top part of chute follow 295 deg. to
Oboe then 300° to col.
C::;--:v*:: Follow 290° to first bump (where it flat
tens out) the 265° to Flute summit. Warning, bear left
in doubt to avoid cornice on 3E of Flute.
FLUTE 5-J"."I-T-PICC0L0 COL: 290°
F:CC;1^-F1U-S COL: Go about ll»° traversing on east of
Piccclo. Sise slightly at first to avoid avalanche.
When on bread east ridge (flat) ski down to tree line,
then traversing north, around ridge of back-bowl to
bottom of blue chair.
B.C.
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MT.

HARVEY

Berni Claus

June 13, 1976

This trip originally scheduled to go to Helm
Creek, and rescheduled to the Lions ended up on Mt.
Harvey. The weather vas unusually perfect, until ve
reached the Lions trail vhere the sun trur.ed to pouring
rain. Soon after abandoning the Lions and heading for
Harvey it began to snov.
The route took us' up the logging roads S.E. of
Harvey and then up the east ridge vhich for some vas
somewhat steep on soft snow,. Believing a trail existed
on the west, we went down that way, but not finding it,
we scrambled on wet, mossy rock down to the logging
road, an experience not to be repeated.
A better way vould have been to head somewhat
right, near the end of the west ridge, down about 30Cm
Cvertical) to a logging slash and roads N.W. of Harvey.
This road comes out about 1000m up from the LionsBrunswick turn-off and is a more suitable route rather
than around the east side.
PARTY:

Rob Raton
Humberto Villalobos
Berni Claus (L)

Peter'Morrison
Richard Morrel

GOLDEN
Berni Claus

EARS
June 20, 1976

We made the Ears! We started walking at 9:30, all
the time on the look-out for the elusive shelter ve
heard had been built, but to no avail. We followed the
obvious route from timberline east of objective, going
up a north ridge, traversing the east slope and then up
the east ridge, reaching the summit at U:30.
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The veather vas almost perfect except for the 30
minutes on the top vhen clouds enveloped us. The trip
dc-vr. vas fast, glissading about half the way, taking
about ii hours to reach the cars.
PARTY:

Billy Lee
Malcolm Allen

Jacques Bilinski
Berni Claus (l)

MT.

GARIBALDI

Barni Claus(L)
Iric watts
Bob Vcrden •
yaieclr. Allen

July 17-18

As there va.s still 3' cf snow at Red Heather
Msadous and 9 ' at Diamond Head Chalet, we decided to
take skis. However the quality of the snow was low,
and Eric, who hadn't broiight skis, impolitely persisted
in using long, rapid strides to arrive at destinations
before the skiers. After exploring the new shelter at
Elfin Lakes, we headed down to Ring Creek, where Berni
supplied the most amusing event of the trip by doing a
great glissade down the avalanche slope.
Twelve hours after leaving the parking lot, we
crawled up the last few feet to the site of the dis
mantled T*eye Hilton, where the little blue John stands
intact as a landmark. After veryifying that Taiwan fuel
bottles shouldn't be used with MSR stoves, we dug plat
forms for the tents while Berni unsuccessfully probed
the snow for the hut parts.
7

Supper vas consumed while the surrounding peaks
turned golden to pink to blue as the sun set. The
weather remained clear and sunny all weekend.
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Sunday morning, Berni, Erie and Steve headed for
the summit. Deep, mushy snow slowed progress up the
north slope. The bergschrund was crossed with little
difficulty at a place where it turned vertical for a
few feet. It was calm, clear, and warm at the top, and
became rather crowded as lots of people kept arriving.
We left after 30 minutes at the top, and arrived back
at the hut site about 6 hours after leaving. We packed
and headed out, reaching the parking lot in another six
hours.
MT.
Tom Masterson (L)
Berni Claus
Marg Mathews

RAINIER
'

August: B.C. Day

After numerous delays we left Friday afternoon
heading for the long weekend line-up which vas not to be
found. Stopping at the U. of W . for some folk dancing
we arrived at Paridise at 2 a.m. and settled dovn for h
hours sleep in the parking lot.
As expected, the tourist route (by way of Camp
Muir) was booked solid, so instead we were given our
green passes for the Kautz glacier route. This route is
described in Alpine Guide to South Cascades.
The first days route is technically easy but the
combination of altitude and our physical condition
(Marg's and mine) cade itself felt. I have never been
so zonked in all my life, taking two breaths per step,
the last couple of thousand feet below Camp Hazard. It
is useful to know that Camp Hazard proper (more tent
sites) is about a hundred feet higher than one may
expect when one first gets there. It is also best not
to bring large tents as there is only one flat area
large enough for a McKinley.
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Throughout the following night we heard the monslercjs crashes of the Kautz icefall. The most interes
ting part of the trip came the next day crossing under
this icefall and climbing up the left side. A few ice
screws can prove useful here. The summit was reached
in a minor snowstorm, cancelling our plans to spend a
moon lit night on the top. On the summit we met the
famous mountaineer and explorer, Charles S. Bungi, who
had come up an alternate route. The trip down the tour
ist route vas uneventful except for crossing some superb
monster-gobblers.
In general the Kautz route is to be recommended
over the tourist route. The Kautz route offers more
variety, less people for the slightly more difficult
icefall. The tourist route is basically a snow slog
over heavily crevassed slopes.
when driving up, accomodation is best provided
at the Longmire overflow camp site. (right hand turn
after the hotel and gas station). If the campsite is
closed one can 'picnic overnight for free.
1

SPRUCE

IAKS

HIGH

TRAIL

Peter Jordan
Last summer, I had the good fortune to spend h
months at McGillivray Pass, under the pretext of re
search. In the later part of August I was alone, and
since the summer had been kind of a write-off for
climbing, I was developing a desperate case of itchy .
feet. So in an effort to escape the persistent drizzle,
I headed for a few days towards the drier country of
the Chilcotin Ranges to the north of Gold Bridge. In
particular, I wanted to see the country around Spruce
Lake, which has been the scene of a few VOC trips in
winter and summer, and I had heard a lot about the high
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trail from Tyaughton (Tyax) Lake from the locals.
This trail takes an up-and-down route through the
mountains north of the regular Gun Creek Trail, and is
continuously above timberline for about eight miles of
its fourteen mile length.

It starts at the south end

of -Tyaughton Lake, Just at the entrance to the first
guest ranch, and is marked by a sign.

The first few

miles are a rough mining exploration road, and a
determined Volkswagen could probably drive all the way
up this,

I was content to leave my car about two miles

up the road at about 5000'.

The trail takes off at about

5 9 0 0 ' , and the fork is easy to find if one watches for
horses.

(The mining road itself cuts back to an alpine

divide above Cinnibar Creek at about 7 0 0 0 ' ) .
The trail traverses into the upper valley of Pear
son Creek, and keeps about 500' above the route marked
on the map. The weather at this time was somewhat mar
ginal (you may remember the Labour Day weekend!) but
still the scenery was terrific. This would be ideal
ski-touring country, with large rolling alpine valleys,
gentle slopes, and scattered clumps of alpine trees.
The geology is fascinating, with multicoloured metamorphic rocks cut by green and blue ridges of serpentine
rock. The mountain peaks come in all colours - black,
red, orange, green-blue, - of course, all this results
in a lot of mining activity, so the country is not
exactly wilderness. Mining is the reason there is a
road up the Bridge Eiver in the first place, and trails
through'these mountains, and a cabin at McGillivray
Pass, so one becomes philosophical about the occasional
scars on the hillsides.
By early afternoon, I reached the 7000' pass lead
ing into Taylor Basin, and scrambled up a 7^00' peak
nearby. The more usual trail goes to the west of here
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into Eldorado Creek, but I vanted to look over some
cabins in Taylor Basin as a possible Christmas skitouring area. The trail led down through a colourful
but sor.evhat barren valley to an old mine at timberline
So—e turd with a trail bike had taken obvious delight
in leaving tracks vherever they were most visible. The
cabins turned cut to be completely collapsed, except
for one which was still in use but pretty shabby. Out
side stood a 1*5 gallon drum full of soggy garbage, pro
truding fro- a huge mound of the same material. There
is a mining road up Taylor Creek and it is still in oc
cassional use, and the valley is obviously well-worn
by hunters and ethers of the li-vheel-dri ve set. There
were signs cf recent claim-staking and a camper truck
with a trail bike mounted on the front stood nearby.
There vas no sign of the owner, but this was obviously
redneck country and I didn't feel too welcome, so I
figured it would be just as veil if they never knew of my
presence; they probably wouldn't understand vhat I was
icing anyway. So T climbed up the other side of the
valley and made camp in the shelter cf a high clump of
pine trees. Scon after, a helicopter flew over and
landed at the mine camp.
?iext morning, I climbed over another 7000' pass at
the vest end of the valley. The mining road goes over
this pass and down to another claim group in Eldorado
B 3 ? i n . It doesn't appear to have been used recently,
and it was still blocked by last winter's snow in places.
The valley I was leaving, although colourful and spec
tacular, is somewhat bleak and lacking ir. vegetation.
It is heavily covered by the Bridge River Ash, which
has been drifted by the wind into dune-like features in
places. It forms a loose, dry easily erodable soil,
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Eldorado Basin near Spruce Lake
Photo: Peter Jordan

and adds a strange moon-like character to the land
scape. Hovever, Eldorado Easin appears to have been
just outside the main plue of volcanic ash; it is green
and lush, with extensive grassy meadows and a great po
tential for ski-touring.
From this valley, the trail climbed to a 7200'
pass which forms a complicated four-way divide between
Eldorado, Bonanza, Gun, and Spruce Lake Creeks. "he
weather was better now, and I had a good view off to
the Chilcotin Plateau to the north. As I stepped for
lunch in a high meadow, I was buzzed by the same heli
copter I had seen the day before.
It was unclear here which valley the trail follow
ed - as it turns out, it follows the valley to the west
which Joins Gun Creek just south of Spruce Lake. Hewever, I followed the route shown on the map, to the
north towards Spruce Lake Creek. From the many cow
pies, there was obviously once a trail here, but it had
not been used for several decades, probably net since
the cows ate all the grass. Since then, it had also
been burned, so I had a fairly grim bushwack down the
2000' drop to the Spruce Lake Valley. At the bottom, I
picked up a good horse trail through the valley bottom
meadows, and soon arrived at Spruce Lake, a mile to the
south-west. By now it was raining, so I settled down i
an open cabin, one of about five private cabins at the
north-end of the lake. The entire area was deserted,
but late that evening, a party of about 10 on horseback
arrived to sleep in the cabin.
Next day it was raining lightly, and I walked out
the 13 mile trail to the Gun Creek road. Despite the
rain, the meadows above Gun Creek were very beautiful -
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they were green and lush this year due to the wet
summer. This area has a huge expanse of aspen parkland
and grass meadows between about i*0C0 and 5500' and it is
reminiscent of the Chilcotin or Peace River valleys
rather than the coast range. I arrived at the end of
the road about 6:00, and since I had four or five miles
of road to walk to get my car, I camped. A hunter on a
trail bike came by and asked if I had seen any game (of
course I said no), and he proudly claimed to be the only
person to have taken a trail bike all the way to Spruce
Lake (he had performed this feat the year before). He
obviously had no idea that I might possibly have had
any opionions other than those held by himself, so I
quickly nodded in agreement, although I felt like sug
gesting the hike would have been a lot mere pleasant if
he hadn't had to carry his trail bike.

THE

GREAT

DIVIDE

John Leighton

TRAIL
Aug. 27-Sept.l

During the spring, Rob Boyce, Bruce Fairley and I
made plans for a trip at the end of the summer to the
Canadian Rockies, which have been my favourite stomping
grounds for years. Throughout the summer, plans were
drawn together by correspondence and we decided that we
would like to do the Larch Section of the Great Divide
Trail. Almost fifty miles in length, this trail from
lake O'Hara to Flee Creek is described as one of the
finest wilderness trips in the Rockies. Another attract
ive feature is that it is one of the best maintained
sections of the trail, being well marked and with most
rivers bridged. However, the crossing of many passes
means that there are great differences in elevation,
thus making it one of the most rigorous sections of the
GDT. Access is gained to the Lake O'Hara via a bus
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LARCH

SECTION

of
GREAT

DIVIDE

TRAIL

service or. the restricted fire road (inquire at any
Parks Information Centre for bus times), and, at the
opposite end, the Floe Creek trail begins right at the
Vermilion highway.
As you may recall, this summer had been a very wet
one - the Kockies had had only 12 sunny days prior to
our arrival. However, with a hope for a change of heart
from the Weather Gods, we set out, determined to enjoy
ourselves in spite of the weather.
A~J7:V3T g"th - The drive up in Bruce's Austin, was un
eventful except that the car shewed its first signs that
perhaps it was not working at 100%._ All along, the
weather was not inspiring and we had gloomy thoughts of
sogry days ahead. We rolled into Field shortly after
19:00 (mountain time) in the hopes of procuring a fire
permit. However, all the stations were shut f-or the
weekend so we retired to the Kicking Horse Campground
for the night. The car died for an hour, but fortunately
fixed itself. We erected the McKinley in the gloom,
discovering that a good many of the tie cords were mis
sing. (»#3;"§!g#) . We fell to sleep to the sound of Cats
and Dogs descending on the fly.
Ayc-j;- 2 6th:
Slept a bit late and awoke to a completely
uninspiring day. It was very wet and cold with low
cloud all around. We packed up and caught the 10:00
cue into O'Hara. (it costs $1.50 but saves you 8 miles
of hiking). We looked around at Lake O'Hara and saw a
good deal of the spectacular scenery through the clouds
which had begun to lift. We stopped in at the Warden's
Cabin where we registered out and checked on trail
conditions. We were informed that a fire permit is not
necessary as the Parks have now set up designated wild
erness camping areas, this was a new development since
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my last visit here but is a good idea since it tends to
concentrate any spoilage of the area. By the tine we
had started out on the trail to McArthur Pass at noon,
the weather had lifted and looked hopeful. Upon reachi:
the summit of the pass, a mere 1.3 miles from Lake O'
Hara, we took a short side trip to Lake McArthur where
we stopped for lunch. This lake is a sapphire coloured
gem nestled in a beautiful larch-laced valley at about
7^00' elevation. From here we continued on down the
other side of the pass descending 25C0' in 6.5 miles to
Ottertail Junction. We were drizzled on but we made no
attempts to stop since the Warden had informed us that
a Grizzly with two cubs was active in this area. So we
passed through as quickly as possible and deliberately
made a good deal of noise. At Ottertail Junction we
encountered the Ottertail Hiver Fire Road and we spot
ted a cleared patch we took for the designated camp
site. However, you should hike about another 1/U mile
up the road where you will come to the proper site,
which is signposted, well laid out and complete with
fire grates, wood and biffies. At our campsite we dis
covered the only disaster of the trip. We'd left our
tea in the carl
AUGUST 29th: We awoke to an almost perfectly clear sky
and realising that we had been blessed with a good day,
we made a quick pot of mush and got on our way by 9:30.
Today was the first day of the dreaded "Sweater Duty"
(but that's another story). From Ottertail Junction we
proceeded up the fire road for a 1/2 mile to its term
ination at the Ottertail Warden's Cabin. There we
encountered a trail crew which was building a new trail
from here to Goodsir Pass. As it was not yet finished
we continued on the old trail which follows up the Good
sir Creek Valley towards the spectacular Goodsir Peaks,
the highest peaks in Yoho Park at 1 1 , 6 7 6 ' . The fresh
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dusting of snow from the previous poor weather high
lighted all the features of the rock and it appeared as
though we had inadvertently hiked into some remote re
gion of the Himalayas. The trai.1 cuts out onto the
flats where it dodges and crosses the various streamlets
of the braided creek. The trail is indistinct and
easily lost through here - watch for post markers.
Unfortunately, the last river course to be crossed was
the broadest, deepest and swiftest and the bridge was
washed out. We headed upstream where we managed to
cross or. some fallen logs, on the other shore we spent
about an hour searching for the trail. During this
time, we stopped for lunch on the gravel floodplain in
full view of the Goodsirs. We continually heard and
sav pieces of ice come tumbling down the awesome north
east face. A little more searching found the trail,
which climbs steeply upwards for 2 5 0 0 ' , to Goodsir Pass.
This is undoubtedly the most strenous stretch of the
trip (especially when combined with hot, sunny weahter).
When completed, the new trail should alleviate these
problems by climbing at a steadier grade up the valley
side from the Ottertail Cabin to Goodsir Pass. It was
a very pleasant walk through the Pass with its meadows
of larch and alpine flowers. It afforded especially
good views to the south showing our route for the days
to come. From the pass we quickly descended 1^50'
down to the Helmet Creek. At a junction, from which a
trail runs for 1C miles down Helmet Creek and out to
the Vermilion highway via Ochre Creek, there were a
couple of campsites with fire grates provided. Here we
set up camp and built another gourmet meal from our
well chosen stocks. We concluded with Bannock, as we
three old Scouts tried to remember how we did it a few
years back. It had been a good but tiring day, having
covered 11 miles with a lot of elevation gain and loss.
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AUGUST 30th: With the dawning of another perfect day,
we got off to a good early start fortified with our
daily mush. About a half mile along the-trail we
encountered the Helmet Creek Warden Cabin and had a good
view of the spectacular Helmet Falls, which cascade
1200', down the headwall of the valley. After cross
ing the creek we found more campsites and then negoti
ated another tricky creek crossing where the bridge
had been broken and become partly submerged. From
here we climbed 1 5 0 0 ' , hoping that it was Wolverine Pass
at the top of the trail. However, upon breaking out
of the forest we discovered that we had only climbed
over a large shoulder of a mountain. From this vantage
point we could see towering above us the huge P.ockwall,
which runs as a distinctive feature for 25 miles down
the backbone of Kootenay Park. After a snack we desc
ended to the valley before we started climbing again to
the Wolverine Pass. We jigged across one creek to find
a few campsites in a pretty setting at the confluence
of two creeks. However, to cross the second creek we
had to ford it. Removing our boots and blindly tapping
our way across the milky waters with our ice-axes,
we quickly crossed the icy stream and dried- out on the
sunny, heather-clad far bank. We then continued up
through the larch meadows to Wolverine Pass ( 7 2 0 0 ' ) .
We stopped here for a late lunch and enjoyed one of the
best views of the trip. Still below the awe-inspiring
Rockwall, we could glimpse the Goodsir Towers to the
north and the spectacular Tumbling Glacier coming up
ahead to the south. It was here that we met the first
party of other hikers since starting on the trip..
They were two guys heading north, so we exchanged info,
about the trail. We took their suggestion that instead
of following the trail to the bottom of the Tumbling
Creek Valley, we leave the trail near the end of the
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pass and cut across the glacial outwash at the snout of
Tumbling Glacier. Then removing our boots, we made our
way across the frigid knee-deep waters of Tumbling
Creek. Actually, this was very refreshing for our hot,
bruised anJ sweaty feet. We continued on across the
outvash plain and climbed up to the top of the large
lateral moraine. We stayed on this moraine all the
war up to the pass, paralleling the proper trail. We
hik-sd quickly over Tumbling Pass (6800') and trudged
d / . T . the steep trail to a level, meadowy area just be
low the pas:, where ve set up near a small pond. Glop
vas coc.-:ed and finished off with a well-deserved cheese
cake fcr dossert. We had covered 13 miles that day.
AUT-'-T 31st: Another perfect day and we set out with
cur packs noticeably lighter, knowing that we had only
one more pass to climb over. The trail dropped very
steeply down from Tumbling Pass to Numa Creek.- It was
not too pleasant, being somewhat loose and shaley, cros
sing creeks and leading through old slide brush. (I was
glud ve weren't going up it). At Numa Creek there is a
junction, and a trail runs 5 miles down Numa Creek to
th<b Vermilion highway.
However, we turned up the creek
or. the long approach to ,Numa Pass (7720'), the highest
point on this section of the GDT. We steadily climbed
about 3000' in k. 5 miles up to the barren, windswept
pa.:s. Good views were available in all directions,
pai-ticularily down to Floe Lake, dropping down from
the pass to get out of the wind, we had a long lunch on
the heather. After a doze in the sun we descended the
1.7 miles to Floe Lake. This lake is a real jewel in
the Rockies set in a spectacular area. The west side of
the lake rises abruptly into sheer 3000' cliffs and has
a glacier clinging along its shores. Pieces of ice
break off from this glacier, giving the lake its name.
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Since it had been a short day and we were now quite hot,
we stripped off and took a refreshing dip in the clear,
cold waters. We dried off in the sun and pulled our
selves into clean clothes (something I had a lot of for
some reason). There is a Warden's Cabin, campsites and
a wobbly biffy here so we set up a good camp to enjoy
our last night on the trail. It couldn't have been a
more perfect setting.
SEPTEMBER 1: Although we had only 6.5 miles of downhill
to get to the highway, we wanted to get out in good time
to allow for the retrieval of the car. Unfortunately,
Bruce was hobbling quite a bit with an acute pain in
his right knee. We reached the highway at noon and
after a long lunch, Bruce started thumbing back around
to Lake O'Hara. While waiting, Rob and I passed the time
by taking another bath in the Vermilion River. However,
we noticed that clouds had appeared and the wind had
picked up. We had been very lucky, our weather had been
almost perfect. We all managed to get sunburns and some
very beautiful photographs. At 17:00 Bruce rolled into
the parking lot, having made very good time in hitching.
Mo sooner had we loaded the car than it immediately died
and refused to start until the correct rite's were
performed. Finally we were off and heading for Lake
Louise in preparation for our next trip into the Skoki
Valley.
The trip was a great success and most enjoyable.
It was Bruces's and Rob's first time ever hiking in the
Bockies and I saw a section of the mountains I had
not previously visited. Everything went off as planned
and we all agreed that it would be very nice to return
to this spectacular section of the mountains again.
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THE

SKOKI

VALLEY
Sept. 2-1*.

John Leighton

P.ob Boyce, Bruce Fairley and I had just finished
spending 5 days on the Great Divide Trail and now
planned to 'take a more leisurely trip into the beau
tiful Skoki Valley area. We set up in the Lake Louise
Public Campground, vhich was surprisingly empty in
spite of this being the peak tourist season. No sooner
was dinner finished than an unbelievable thunderstorm
let loose. The trees bowed to the wind at crazy
angles and the flashes of lightening and rolls of
thunder were so frequent and long that we felt like we
were or. seme Hollywood set. We fell asleep in the en
suing deluge, convinced that we had used up all good
ve ather.
SEPTEMBER. 2nd: We a"oke to a depressing day, and headed
into Lake Louise village and the Warden's Cabin. Here
ve checked back in from our Great Divide Trail trip and
registered out for the Skoki trip. At this point the
clouds lifted somewhat and the sky actually brightened.
We were hopeful. It took only ninutes to drive to the
start of the hike. You take the road to Whitehorn
right at Lake Louise, and about 50' after leaving the
highway you take the right hand fork,
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to the Whitehorn Gondola lift). Continue up this road
and take t h e first right hand road, following this un
til you come to a gate. Although the gate may b e left
open, the road is restricted and you should park just
outside the gate. From the car it was three miles up
the fire road from the gate to the site of the former
Mt. Temple Ski Lodge. We soon got onto the trail.
Unfortunately, this trail is also used by horses going
into ^koki Lodge. Thus, the trail is quite chewed up
and muddy in places, as well as the other contributions
the horses make. At mile 1.5 you break out into the
m s T i d o v . Cn a good day you can see right across t h e Bow
Valley to Lake Louise, Valley of the Ten Peaks and M t .
Temple, .but the low cloud obliterated the view. At
miie 2 ve hit the Halfway Hut, This is a very old cabin
and vas used in the days when skiers started at the
Lake Louise train station on their way into Skoki,
From the hut we continued up the Ptarmigan Valley, t h e
weather still holding off but quite cloudy. However,
Ptarmigan Valley is a windy place and we got quite
cool heading into the wind all the way up to Boulder
Pass (7570') and Ptarmigan Lake. We hiked around t h e
lake through barren, vindswept slopes dotted with
dwarfed larch trees and alpine firs. The trail past
the lake slowly climbed to Deception Pass ( 7 9 9 5 ' ) and
all the way we headed into the wind. The .alpine
flowers are very good and there seem to be many species
here which I have seen in no other sections of the
Heckles. Once over the pass it is a steady descent of
2 miles along Skoki Valley to Skoki Lodge. W e passed
through the high larch forest, already starting t o
turn golden, and saw Myosotis and Zigadenus Lakes ( t h e
Skoki Lakes) across the valley nestled below Pika Peak.
Once down to the valley floor some sections of t h e trail
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get quite vet (Skoki is an Indian vord .meaning swamp).
At mile 6 . 5 , we arrived at Skoki Lodge, a beautiful old
log structure built in the 1930's by the CFR. It was
the centre for one of North America's first ski areas ski touring, that is. We continued past the lodge and
the horse corrals down the valley following a very
braided and "horsey" trail. About 0.7 miles past the
lodge we broke out into a large meadowy area where
there is a campsite. With an eye on the dark clouds
that had been sprinkling on us intermittently, we chose
a site which was well sheltered in a group of trees.
We had hiked 10 miles at a good pace but had to take it
easy as Bruce's knee was still a problem. Fortunately
the trail is very easy, well graded and clearly marked.
Unfortunately, Bob had developed a bad cold and was not
feeling to chipper. Although we vere well screened
from the wind it was still very cold.
1

SEPTEMBER 3rd:; Bruce decided to stay in camp next day
to rest his knee while Rob and I decided to hike into
Merlin Lake; we hiked up to the lodge where the high
route to the lake begins (the other route in is a horse
trail), crossed the creek and started along the beau
tifully designed trail, constructed by Lawrence C-rassi,
a well-known mountaineer in the Rockies. Unfortunately,
Grassi died before completing his work, so after 0.6
miles the route is marked by cairns only. The trail
crossed the large scree slopes below the Wall of Jericho
which were full of groundsquirrels, marmots and pika.
We spent a good deal of time waiting in the rocks
photographing these little' animals which let out a
distinctive "eep" when strangers approach. The route
dropped down to beautiful Castilleja Lake, a deep
turquoise colour and then climbed high onto the Wall of
Jericho. Skirting around'one end of the Wall we dropped
down across some tilted strata to Merlin Lake, beau
tifully set amongst the larches and with the glacier
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covered Mt. Richardson behind. Luckily, some portions
of the sky cleared so that we enjoyed sunny spells.
After a light snack we went hack down the valley to our
camp, picking our own route along the creek. The
geology throughout this area is very interesting and
Rob was able to explain some of the features. Back at
camp, we made a big dinner topped off with a cheesecake
and relaxed. We were visited by two chipmunks who
unabashedly explored all our food and packs - including
sampling the cheesecake.
£Z?TE;'BEH uth: Bruce' s knee was not feeling any better
and Rob's cold had taken a turn for the worse, so we
decided to hike out to the Ptarmigan Valley. Since
this was .the start of the Labour Day weekend, we were
uassed by hoards of hikers (about 200) heading into the
lodge. Upon reaching the hut, the weather was closing
in, so we hiked all the way out to the car.
It was regretful that we had had problems with the
weather and our health, since, to my mind, Skoki Valley
is one of the most beautiful areas in the Parks. I was
disappointed that the others did not have the benefit
of seeing the spectacular scenery that this area offers
when the weather is good. Skoki is a major hiking area
full of many things to see and explore. Although this
was my third visit to the area, I would not hesitate to
go there again. In spite of the weather we all enjoyed
it and I know that Bruce and Rob came to admire this
region as much as I do.
Reference;

Mars:

Brian Patton and Bart Robinson: The
Canadian Rockies Trail Guild 1971.
Pages U0-l*3.

Department of Mines and Technical Surveys
(li50,000)
- Lake Louise, 82 N/8 East
- Hector Lake, 82 N/9 East
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M'.UilT EOBSO!.'
Aug. 29-Sept. 2, 1976
What a summer - rain, ferries, rain and a bit of
sun for climbing - then Robson I What a way to end the
s umme r!
Everyone said we were crazy when we planned this
trip. Too much fresh snow this summer. The weather
won't clear. So willing companions, we'll go by our
selves .
We drove to the Athabasca Glacier to go ice
climbing on Mount Athabasca, only to find two feet of
fresh snow on the upper glacier. The weather: cloudy,
windy, cold, but trying to clear. We met four Calgarians going to Robson. We say maybe we'll meet you there.
"Sure, on the Kain Face," they say. So we decided
to try the Kain Route on Robson, after quickly thinking
about the avalanche danger on the regular route,
• We left for Jasper that afternoon and went to the
start of the Berg Lake trail the next morning.
Robson! What a sight from the highway, with its
head sticking in the clouds. We start off -for Berg
Lake - reality - heavy packs, hot, mud, the smell of
horses and more mud. But then there was Kinney Lake,
a clearing sky, Thunder Falls, Emperor Falls, and
Emperor Ridge. Only the peak was missing from view.
Then Berg Lake, Berg Glacier, sunshine, and the peak
clears. Enjoyment!
The next day we have sunshine for the long slog up
the Robson Glacier. The vastness of this glacier and
the mountain amazes us. Then we see the Kain Face steep, beautiful and scary.
We camp below the icefall,, exhausted.
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The next morning we wake up to stars at 1* a.m. ,
hut are too exhausted to climb Robson. More sleep,
then up Resplendent (11,200'). It's just a walk up but
what a view of Robson! We see birds flying at 11,000',
crazy. We meet two Americans on the peak and watch
four people descend the Kain Face (the Calgarians we
decide). That afternoon we moved our camp up to the
tot of the icefall, and what an icefall it was. We
meet and camp with the Calgarians.
September 1st, four a.m. Cold, clear, windy —
what a day to attempt Robson. The 2000' Kain Face is
steep (50°) but what buckets those Calgarians had left.
Crampcning up ve feel secure and.ve run up without
belaying. Run!"? Kick, breathe, kick, breathe. What
rhythm. What a view. The top of the face came,
windy, cold, the rope freezes instantly. What a view!
Onward up the ridge. It's windy, cold, and we're
breaking trail but it's not too steep.
At. 9:30 a.m. we reach the peak, the top of the
Canadian Rockies. Elated we see thousands of un
familiar mountains, all lower, stretching to the
horizon. After a few photographs we left the cold,
windy place.
The descent went quickly until the Kain Face,
-.here we di-cided to belay using snow flukes and ice
axes. Rope length by rope length we backed down the
face. All of a sudden it started to cloud over. It
vas snowing by the time ve reached the tent. It snow
ed 15 cm. that night. The next morning the clouds rose
just enough to let us find our way back through the ice
fall. We walked all the way to the road that day.
What atrip!
P.S. We went up just to the left of the ice bulge
on the face. See Rockies Horth Guidebook for route
description.
Marg Symon and Jay MacArthur
1.5.

CROWBARS

AMD

GOLDEK

EAGLES

OK

SKIHIST

Graham Fishlock

Aug. 31 - Sept. 3, 1976

Menagerie:

Boh Warden
Graham Fishlock

Berni Claus
Julie Ourom
Kathy Ourcm

Our original intentions vere to climb Mt. Olympus.
However, a week before the trip, Berni and I became in
trigued with the impressive Skihist area, 15 miles westsouth-west of Lytton. As our interest gathered, ve
soon discovered to our amazement what little informa
tion is available on an area so close to the burgeoning
populus of Vancouver and an area facing a similar fate
as the Stein River Valley. As such, the purpose of
this article is two-fold; to provide information vhich
will allow easier access and to give a brief account of
some of the shared experiences on our trip. From these
two intents, I am hoping more VOC trips will be encour
aged to probe into the depths of this area.
.The Skihist area is punctuated by the illusive
peak of Skihist Mt. , which rises to 9750' (.the highest
peak in Culbert's guide) - over 3000' above our base
camp at Blue Lake. The southern slopes of Skihist are
drained by Kwoiek Creek (pronounced Ky eek) which in
turn empties into the Fraser River 10 miles to the east.
The northern slopes are eventually drained by the
Stein River Valley, an area in "hot" dispute within
governmental and environmental circles.
Presently, the best approach is contrary to Dick
Culbert's advice. Certainly the easiest access is
along an adequate but exciting gravel road which fol
lows the western bank of the Fraser River. Hearly 30
miles north from the car tram, a logging road in heavyuse follows Kwoiek Creek. This is important: follow
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this good road from the Fraser River past Kwoiek Lake
until 13 miles from the junction. After 13 miles,
another fcr.-t is reached. Follow the right fork as far
as you can coax your car. Our Volkswagens reached the
ii/sit of logging activity at 1»500' immediately beneath
a prominent treed bowl.

After enjoying the striking lakes and icefields
to the south, we began hiking upwards in a north-west
direction. Fushvacking through typical interior
growth made route finding simple and direct. After 2
miles, timberline is reached at £500' and the beginning
ci' an open ridge. Staying on the north side of the
ridge, we continued westward for one-half mile. Then
we steeply descended into a bowl littered with glacial
till. From here, continue westward and ascend 1*00' to
the top of the immediate ridge.
with a late start and time spent route finding,
we were forced to oar.p in darkness on the ridge we
fondly denoted as Bur. gi Ridge. From our "Camp Bungi",
at 7C-00' , the riuge leads north for 6 0 0 yards. Below
the steep slopes to the north, we eventually found an
old prospectors trail which descends westward to 6000'
and then follows a creek carrying waters from Blue
Lake — an ideal base camp.
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Although it took us tvo days to reach Blue Lake,
this beautiful cirque lake can be reached after 6 hours
of steady hiking; 3 hours from the car to the ridge, 1
hour to "Camp Bungi," and an easy 2 hours to Blue Lake.
Our group quickly settled into regular camp rou
tines. Probably because of our inability, Kathy and
Julie did most of the cooking (and Judging from the
quality, we were certainly most pleased with the situ
ation). Bob set up tents, built fires, rolled and
fluffed sleeping bags while Berni and I had the awe
some responsibility of observing and tormenting.' After
tiring of these chores, Berni and I could be found tor
turing ourselves in cold lakes, building tent entrances,
or gathering "goat water." At the outflow of Blue Lake
there lay a dead goat. Insisting that the goat conta
minated the whole lake, Julie and Kathy refused to >
drink water from the lake. Berni, Bob and I relished
at the thought of gathering such a delicacy, and there
fore persisted in filling our water Jugs with water
while standing on top of the old dead goat.
Despite our time consuming duties at camp, Berni
and I managed to find an old crowbar, used by one of
the many prospectors who frequented the area in the
early 1900's. With our routines already absurdly
divided by male and female, us "fellows" found a-safe place
.to store "this remarkable; find of met'al>-'-'-benea.th-J.uu,i.e ' s
sleeping bag. It will be while reading this trip account
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that Julie vill first realize hov she spent 9 hours .
sleeping on top of a crowbar. "How did you sleep,
Julie," Bob politely asked. Julie assured, "Fine, my
best sleep yet." Neither of us dared to tell Julie of
the event.
Early the next morning I floundered about within
our tent, eventually emerging under a growing layer of
clouds. This was our last full day in the area, it was
the designated day to climb Skihist, and it was also
our first timid glimpse at any form of cloud since the
beginning of our trip.
Although Skihist was no longer in sight, the 9750'
peak of this summit still loomed in our minds. By mid
morning, s.everal hours from our-camp at Blue Lake, we
doubtfully munched and talked. The moment found us
nearly £000', below the summit in a high bowl sparsely
vegetated with Moss Campion. After much consideration,
we solemnly decided to abandon our attempt.
While Julie and Kathy headed back to camp, Bob,
Bernie and I aimlessly scrambled up a 7600' knife-edged
ridge or arete. 30' below the sharp ridge we settled
ourselves on a ledge hoping a brief rest would dissipate
our crushed expectations. It was then we were abruptly
uprooted from our lingering disappointment. Immediately
above us, a mere 20' above the ridge, a Golden Eagle
silently sailed across the arete. With our feet anch
ored in rock footholds, our thoughts soared upward with
the silence of those outstretched and rigid wings of
flight. In an instant we were transported from our deep
doldrums to soaring heights.
More than any, this experience encompasses the sig
nificance, I feel, of our Skihist trip. We were all
surprised at the richness and intrigue of the area.
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From slopes filled with blooms of mountain flowers
(which we all became familiar with) to the barren scree
slopes, all had the power of "uplifting" our thoughts
and concerns.

Just as a crowbar sent us into fits of

laughter and disbelief, a soaring Golden Eagle symbol
izes the hold Skihist area had over us.

It is an area

well worth exploring.
CAPE

SCOTT
August, 1976

John Baldwin
Helen Lemon

The end of summer jobs doesn't always coincide
with the start of the school year, and this summer both
John and I had been freed at the beginning of August.
We had a few possibilities of places to go but event
ually, Cape Scott won out.
The Cape Scott area was acquired as a park in 1972
but as yet not that many VOC trips have gone there.
The drive alone discourages trips shorter than four days
and weatherwise, the summer is perhaps the most depend
able .
f

So via the earliest ferry from Horseshoe Bay, we
started the long drive up to the northwest tip of Van
couver Island. Unlike the route that Bruce Fairley
took (see VOC Journal 197 *), we drove all the way up.
From Gold River to well past Nimpkish Camp, its all
restricted gravel logging roads but the New Island
Highway, which should be completed within the next year
or three, will cut a great deal of that out.
1

We camped that night in the campground at the start
of the trail and then set out earlyish the next morning
for the north coast. We had been warned that the trail
was muddy and it kept its reputation even though the
sun had been shining for two days at least. As we
discovered, later, its much easier and more efficient
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timevise, to give in to the mud and slush through it
instead of hopelessly trying to avoid it.
We reached Fisherman's River (.there's a makeshift
campground there) by about 3:00. The other two groups
on the trail decided to camp there overnight and were
amazed that we chose to go on. True, it was very
mucky going the last k miles but since it was a clear
day and wouldn't be dark till 9:00 or so, we didn't
want to lose a day camped in the trees.
Its on this last section of trail that most of the •
remains of the abandoned Danish settlements are. The
shells cf old houses and barns can be seen through the
tangle of*underbrush and second growth deciduous trees.
The trail then crosses Hanson Lagoon, which looks like
a huge marshy field, then finally snakes out onto the
beach at Xiil's Bight.
There were only two other parties of 3 on the
enormous beach, luckily, so we set up camp a good dis
tance away towards the other end of the beach, then
proceeded to "ooh and ahh" at the incredible sunset.
The next day dawned clear again so we decided to
explore our stretch of the beach. We ran out to the
low tide mark (over a football field length of flat
gorgeous sand) then wandered along to a band of rocks
and peered into the tidalpools, and finally, tried un
successfully to get around the Bight itself.
The other groups that had camped inland on the
river arrived in the early afternoon just as the clouds •
moved in. The weather then proceeded to show us what a
north coast rain storm is like. At this point, I also
discovered that my new Joe Brown pack was not waterproof.
We returned to the tent, made dinner and sat in the tent
doorway till evening came in and we decided to turn in.
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We awoke the following morning to the gentle (?)
patter of rain on the fly.

We decided to head out to

wards the cape as every 2 0 minutes or so the rain would
stop, clouds woosh away and it would actually he fairlydecent for awhile before another clump of clouds would
race over head and dump down buckets of rain.

So heed

less of another set of the old grey growlies coming on,
we set off towards the trail at the populated end of
the beach.
This section of the trail was just as muddy as the
other part had been but every so often, it opened up
onto another beach.

Experimental One Beach first (and

of course Experimental Two Beach next) and then back
into the thick salal and weathered trees.

In some

places you can still see the corderoy roads that linked
the most northwesterly semi-isolated Banish homesteads
to the inland path.

At this point, the trail cuts

across to the vest coast.

This is the recommended route

to the Cape although apparently you can also do it from
the north vith some difficulty.

The trail leads out to

a vestern bay with a very steep beach,' There is also an
incredibly overgrown field with a driftwood fence that
borders the edge of the forest.

One can explore a no.

of old buildings here that are almost hidden in the
forest regrowth.

We spent so much time rumbling around

exploring (we also hadn't gotten up particularily
early), that it was getting toe late to get out to the
Cape itself, so we had to head back along the muddy
trail.

We practiced stream jumping back at the beach

we had camped on, then wandered around the beach.
The next day we had to pack up and leave.

The

rain continued to fall as we stuffed the last few sandy
items into our soggy packs and then headed back across
Hanson Lagoon to the knee-deep mud of the trail.

The

trip out was considerably shorter, timewise, as we took
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the sore direct route through the centre of the pud
dles.

We arrived hack at the ear by 2:00.

I suppose if this had been any other trip, my story
would end here but a word of warning to others who
Dark in the parking lot! When we arrived back at the
lot, we knew we would have to push-start the ear as
John's battery was low, so we weren't too perturbed when
it wouldn't start the first time. After our Uth or 5th
trip up and down the road, we found that not only vas
the car not starting-, but it pulled heavily to one side.
We had a flat. We finally got the tire off and after a
lot of trouble got the car started. It was running but
only just and sounded like it was on its last legs. To
make it short, we made it to the gas station in Holberg
and found out that someone had tampered with the spark
plugs and changed the firing order (hence we blew 2
sparkplugs so no wonder it sounded horrible). We also
had thoughts that the tire had been slashed. There
seems to be a lot of tampering with cars at the Cape
Scott parking lot and since our trip, we have heard of
others that have not only had their engines tampered
with but things stolen out of their cars. It is wise to
make sure cars are locked and valuables take with you
if ycu do park at the trail head.
It is very sad that such a beautiful area as Cape
Scott should have such setbacks but if precautions are
taken, Cape Scott is definitely worthwhile and is one
of the most compelling and unspoilt parks. Hopefully
it can stay that way.
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WEDGE

MOUNTAIU

VIA

THE

HORTH

RIDGE
Sept. 18-19

Dave Milligan

Need I say anything about the slog up the Wedge
mount Lake trail, other than the fact that it was steep
mucky, and a stream had chosen it for a route near the
top? We arrived at the lake after 2 1/2 hours and de
cided to go and fool around on the icefield adjacent to
Weart. After climbing about 2 0 0 ' , we lay down for a
rest where the sun gods paralysed us in the prone posi
tion for 2 hours. We returned to the hut to be onslaughted by geologists doing a survey. That night we
slept under the starszzzzzz
The next morning dawned bright and late, as Jay
and I headed off to Wedge. We gained the ridge proper
at the 8200' col at its low point, and traversed the
steep talus and block ridge to the snow ridge. It bad
been in the sun all morning and we started several
avalanches. Exposure. Once in the shade near the top,
conditions were ideal, providing a good snow climb. We
descended via the West Ridge, ahhh, yeck (not recommen
ded ascent or descent) and met Pete at the lake. He
had been rambling around Weart's west ridge. We said
goodbye to the fantastic weather and had fun going down
the trail in the dark (more on our rears than our feet)
Jay Page
Peter Benner
Dave Milligan
HELM

CREEK

Berni Claus

Sept. 1976

Helm Creek is one of those areas where life is
filled with rain, wet clothes and despair.
"We could have been in a'nice warm, dry bed!"
"Why are we doing this?"
"I want my Bummy! '
1

5-»,

The cable car crossing was accomplished in fine
style with all the usual ceremony of packing into the
poor little car as many as it would hold. It was later,
while hiking up the trail that the weather gods began to
see us, and not like what they saw. Some one must have
really angered the Sphinx this time because the rain
sure cade itself felt. But all the misery was worth it
when people started falling into creeks making the others
feel 100? drier.
After a short stop at Helm Lake, Graham and party
set out to find the Black Tusk while the rest of us had
a good time eating lunch and taking pictures. Although
Graham did not find the Tusk and it never stopped
raining, i't was a thoroughly enjoyable trip.
Eave Waldiehuck (?!)
Eva Macek
Dieter Koenig
Alyson Mclnnes
Graham Underhill

Pete Slater
Jeff Grayston
Gord Low
Richard Meyer
Don Steele
Marianne Etchell
Randy Clarkson

PINECOKE
Malcolm Allen
Wayne Nagata
Kathryn y.iller

C.S. Bungi
John Morgon
Berni Claus(L)
Lisa Thorson
Maya Urheid

LAKE

Adam Hitchcock
Flora Hitchcock
John Johnson

Almost due east of Squamish,and accessible along a
well prepared logging road for about 2 8 miles from the
Stawamus Chief, Pinecone Lake and its surrounding area
is one of impressive beauty. Take a poor quality side
road leading up the logging slash Just south of Craw
ford Creek immediately before the logging road crosses
the Mamquam River for. the second time.
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Lesser Wedge from Wedge
Photo: Rob Boyce

The lake itself is accessible via the col immedi
ately east of Knothole Lake at 5500'.

On this trip,

Pinecone Lake vas not reached, although it vould pres
ent no difficulties as a day trip by a determined group
The col vas the limit for this party, but the view from
there vas more than satisfying for everyone, with open
rolling alpine meadow and small patches of snow still
present.

Pinecone Lake is a day trip that can be re

commended without reservation.

REX'S

PILLAR
October, 1976

Liz Pope

It started off by sitting in the cars at the head
of the trail one dark wet miserable morning, wondering
what the hell we were doing here.

Finally we got our

guts together and trampled off up Joffre Creek.

The

weather broke a bit and things weren't so bad after all
once we reached the cabin.
This being my first ever VOC trip,, I ended.up get
ting a very good initiation into the typical ways of
the VOC, ie, tearmaking,

An enormous pot of water was

put on the stove and everyone sat around waiting for
the rumoured tea.

Finally, it was made and Malcolm

donated the sugar.

Except it wasn't quite sugar, it

was salt, as it was found out by the time all of the
tea had been "sweetened".

Well, let's try again.

So,

once more a huge pot of water was set to boil, the tea
bags added and finally tea. But, just as Bill Lee was
about to pour the first cup, he dumped the whole pot on
the ground, upside down of course.

By this time, peopl

were losing interest in tea and decided to explore
around before dark.
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Our original goal was Matier, but since Joffre
Glacier seemed to be more crevasses than ice, ve decided
to try something a bit more solid; Eex's Pillar. We
en-led up using crampons most of the way, on last year's
hard packed snow, with the slope getting up to 1*5° in
places.
The weather vas nothing to complain about; just a
few clouds and there vas a worthwhile view from the top.
Everyone who tried made it. After some practice glis
sading, we dashed down to camp, packed and staggered
out to the cars in the moonlight.
John 3aldwin (L)
Tom Volkers
Gary Fee
Wayne Kagata
C-ord Schindell
Malcolm Allen
Bill Lee

'

Diane Volkers
Allan Peters
Marg Mathews
Liz Pone

WEDGE
Sob Boyce

Eob Boyce
Jean Napoleoni
Bob Stathers
Paul Kindree

MM •
October, 1 9 7 6

In order to make a "one-day ascent", we'd planned
to sneak into the cabin the previous afternoon.
Naturally it was half past dark when we reached Wedge
mount Creek, which was all the same to us, having been
fogged in for the past 2 weeks. But the sky was clear
and scintillating, causing a thick frost coating, which
made the creek crossing a bit of a challenge. The
trail vas marginally navigable when blind, though the
.cabin's position was a bit obscure. A worse problem of
obscurity was finding the lake (without falling in) to
fill the water bottles. The concept of dining at a
fashionable hour was overruled by sleep.
We were actually on our way before sunrise! The
playful ran around on and chopped holes in the lake ice
'(quite solid). Wedgemount was approached from the north
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side above the snout, and traversed up the middle,
including hopping some deceptive downward - expanding
gobblers at the edge of the flat part. The north ridge
was attained at its lowest point , as the upper glacier
looked too time-consuming.
Then followed a comedy of on-with-the-crampor-s-cf fwitn-the-crampons all the vay to the base of the steep
part of the north arete. From here we observed that
the fog had pulled a sneaky and risen from the valley
to cover the lake, though the visibility above vas un
limited. We continued roped up the ridge crest (not
necessary if even advisable) on solid snow. Every time
our backs were turned, the fog would swirl higher. The
last steep part was a mite of a sweat, and ve reached
the summit ridge to find dark clouds aimed at us. The
heroic party then claimed the dubious honour of one of
few groups to wear crampons over the summit rocks (ve
were sick of taking them off) from vhich only Weart
and Baker were visible.
There followed the similarily dubious pleasure of
descending the west ridge (definitely to be avoided!).
This ridge plus more of musical crampons had us spread
out over a mile by the time ve coagulated to rope up,
belov Parkhurst Mtsn. Once beyond the slavering javs
of the big crevases, it whited right out, and every
possible direction was suggested for the route. How
ever, rate clearing and the limited size of the glacier
served to direct us. A,glassy moulin was inspected
before we stepped off onto Ball-beating Bock, at which
point dark and snow descended; visibility: nil. It
was eventually deduced that the ice below us was lake
rather than glacier, so we descended to easier footing
and wound a devious path back to the cabin, homing on 3
voices.
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Sicca one could see less (than nothing?) wearing a
headlight, it was out of the question to go down that
night (at least most of us thought so), and besides,
the toughness factor could be increased more by staying,
So 9 of us found somewhere to sleep inside, while the
sr.ov drifted outside the door.

1

The morning hike down was quick (Zip! Bam!) to ''
where the Bat-mobile waited in the rain. The drive was
notable in that it involved the first, trial of the
Vart-hcg method of driver control. A pit stop at the
Chief revealed torrential rain and few climbers keen
enough for Chief Day. So we wheeled home and lived
happily ever after.
*

see accompanying article "How tough are VOC trips?"

Wedge Mounters:

Malcolm Allen
Anthony Rice
Robin Tivy
T3KQUILLE

Robyn Fierheller

Jacques Bilinski
Rob Boyce
Doug Sparks
LAKE

Thanksgiving Long Weekend

y.ireille Arnold
J;;oru = o Filinski
Jim Freaion
:l:r.a Chilce
Sheila Churchill
•Triiia Dusting

Robyn Fierheller
Hugh Inglis
Robert MacLaren
Hans Muller
Sanford Osier

This was a two-day trip, Sunday and Monday. We
left Vancouver in three car loads and met in Pemberton
around 9=3C a.m. The first bridge to the trail (which
•would have lessened it by five miles) was washed out.
5o one really knew where the other bridge was but we
found it miraculously quickly. Pulling packs out of
cars, adjusting straps, putting on rain gear (it had
started by now), we finally set off up the trail by
11:00 a.m. The trail was all uphill, therefore, de
pending on the condition you were in, we progressed
at very different speeds.
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Most of the time we were travelling under trees
and soon all rain gear was off as we grew terribly hot
We needed the sprinkle of rain to keep us freshened.
We followed a stream or waterfall for most of
the way and crossed it several times. It proved to be
very good drinking water. By 1:00 some of us stepped
for lunch and took a leisurely look at the panorama
below us. It was all country - cattle in the fields,
yellow and bright green blocks of land laid out very
carefully. But too soon it was time to start up again
Being at the end I had a lot more time to look
around.

However, I was always looking up, not across.

Everyone else had vanished.
We met several people coming down the trail. The;
gave my hiking partner and I enthusiastic reports - we
had only five more hours to go I
After walking uphill until there was none left we
came to marshy land, little streams running throughout
We sat down for a ten minute rest, got up and walked a
couple of yards, and there below us was the lake and
the cabin. We rushed down. It had taken us eight
hours and we had missed dinner. Upon our a-rrival, how
ever, strange but filling desserts were concocted such as ehocolate-raisin-rice pudding.
The tents were set up in the
will be made of how they looked.
in the two tents while four slept
cabin-ites were bothered by mice,

dark so no mention
Seven of us slept
in the cabin. The
we weren't.

After finishing breakfast at 11:00 on Monday we
hiked around the lake. It really is a beautiful spot
and some of us decided that we would like to ski tour
in - there is a plaque on the wall stating another VOC
group who had come in at Christmas, We put our plaque
up.
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Around 2:00 ve left for home. The trail vas all
downhill hut very steep - everyone's legs hurt. Being
at the end again I made it dovn in three to three and a
half hours. Cl believe that is about average). We piled
back into the cars, stopped for dinner at Shannon Falls
and then straight home.
The trail is a vell-marked one. There seems to be
no need for renovations on it or the cabin unless the
cabin vas made core crack free and warm proof. All in
all everyone had a good time.
LOWER

STEIN

Chris Hatch
The Party':

RIVER
Nov. 6-7

Rob Boyce CL)
Steve Grant
Chris Hatch
Alyson Mclnnes

Humberto Villalobos
Barry Smith
Paul Phillips

The trip vas arranged so people could see a
beauviful area before commercial logging vas started in
the upper reaches. The trail is located on the south
bank of the Stein River, vest bank of the Fraser, and
is reached via cable ferry from Lytton.
The trip started at the sacriligeous hour of 6:30
AX or. Saturday vith tvo cars leaving for Lytton. Ask
Rob fcov veil four people plus gear fit into a Renault 5.
The tv; cars met at the Thompson - Fraser junction and
preoceeded to the cable ferry vhich crosses the Fraser.
This can be an interesting experience if you have a
camera, long hair, and the native operators really don't
want their picture taken. The next few miles (heading
north) to the trail start were uneventful, if you don't
mind leaving chassis parts along the way.
After some time preparing to start (ie breakfast
for those who slept better than others), the group
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headed out. After about a mile ve passed a couple homesteading for the vinter in an Indian style tee-pee. A
large and impressive structure, if not a bit smoky.
The hike in was exhilarating. The scenery is as impres
sive as can be expected for a valley bottom. The walls
are sheer and high, and make one feel very insignificant.
No snow on the ridges. Along the way we passed an
abandoned tee-pee frame and further on, an abandoned
homestead, complete with tools and vegetable garden.
Around mile 0, we reached the "infamous" cable
crossing at h PM. Crossing was cuite an experience, as
the structure was the flimsiest of its kind I've ever
encountered. The cables kept twisting, and the pulleys
disengaging when you were trying to pull yourself up
from the midspan. Crossing for the entire party took
the better part of an hour, partly due to the photo
graphers and pranksters.
By the time the crossing was finished it was
nearly dark, so an immediate search was made for a
campsite. One was found by the river, about 1/2 mile
past the crossing and by the time the tents were er
ected, it was well into darkness. Nothing special
about dinner; just the standard artistry of seven people
simultaneously cooking on two stoves. The usual courses
(ie aunge) were prepared, half eaten, offered arcund
and then thrown away. By 9:00 we decided to call it
a day.
Next morning generated a cool, overcast day, but
no rain. (Eds. note: it was raining everywhere else).
During breakfast, we were passed by a guy clearing the
trail with a chainsaw. It appeared that the district
land surveyor had built a cabin further up the trail,
and we were invited to drop by. That killed plans for
an early start, so after packing, we hid our gear and
headed up the trail.
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After about 5 miles, we found the cabin (about mile
13).

An impressive structure, in a large clearing, it

vas equipped with assorted luxuries (bathtub, hot water
tank, wood stove, etc.) flown in over a period of years
(gratis) by the 3.C. Land Commission while mapping the
area.

As time vas running short, we didn't stay long,

starting back about 12:30.
The trip back vas relatively uneventful.

After a

repeat performance at the cable crossing, we were well
cn cur way.

Cr alnost!

We misjudged the time, and

darkness found us with about 2 1/2 miles of trail left.
Hob's headlamp conveniently quit after about 1 0 mins.,
so toe last section was slow and at times a bit tricky.
:

Hovev . r, I feared net, for with a flick of my Bic, I
could see -.-Here to trip.
V.'e reached the cars around 7:00 PM and promptly
proceeded home.

We encountered no trouble at the cable

ferry, mainly .because it was too dark to photograph the
operators, and too dark for them to see us photographing
them.

(Note:

the ferry runs till 9:00 PM). We reached

Vancouver around II:3C, with the over-all impression of
a veil spent weekend.

?;?:•"•

IKE RADIUM LAKE RECREATING SOCIETY'S

FIRST

OUTING
V/ayne "agate

Nov. 13-lfc, 1 9 7 6

Saturday morning ve piled into Robin's van and
drove out of fogbound Vancouver to sunny Chilliwack
valley.

We stopped in Sardis where Dale, Dave, Tom

and F.cbin vent into ''Henry's Market" for some grocer
ies.

The old woman at the counter recognized their

fashionable baggy clothing and screeched to her husband,
"Henry, these boys are going Mountain Climbing!" Henry
hustled out of the back to catch a glimpse of these
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bold young adventurers while his astute wife tried to
sell our heros extra supplies.

Her efforts were reward

ed as she hoodwinked Robin into buying a package cf
(ugh) sesame snaps, and gave some sage advice:

"You be

careful, boys. Bye now!"
We left Henry's, continued to the Radium Lake trail
and left the van by the bridge over the Chilliwack River
We found the trail at the end of a logging-road maze
and hiked up to the lake.

One result of the strange

non-winter of '7<5-'77 was a frozen, snow-free Radium
Lake - a ready made ice rink.

Since this was Hockey

Night in Canada (Saturday) we slid out onto the lake
for a makeshift game of hockey:

the "Alberta" team of

Robin, Tom and Dale vs. the "B.C." team.of John, Dave
and me.

In the first period the B.C. team lurched to

an early lead with some quick, cheap goals, but were
unable to contend with the smooth passing of the Alberta
team with the high-scoring Dale Little dominating the
slot.

The Albertans gained the lead and kept it in

spite of determined B.C. efforts to even the score.
During a rush on the B.C. net, Dale crashed to the ice
and his glasses flew apart onto the ice.

He received

a cut on his brow and retired to the dressing rooms,
as the rest of the game was postponed,

After a while

he had an impressive-looking black eye to tell stories
about.
Next morning we headed up to Mt. MacDonald.

One

way to get up is to head straight up to the pass above
the lake and thrash through the dense band of bush be
tween the lake and the meadows above.

Or you car. walk

to your left (looking up towards the pass) _to find the
sketchy trail leading towards the same pass along the
lower slopes of Mt, Webb,

The trail disappears every

now and then and you may end up struggling with the
bushes anyways, but it might be easier than heading
straight up:

take your pick.

6!*.

But Tom and Robin found

hat the right side of the valley is not to be recomended ("too bushy" ) .
Once up to the pass ve preceeded along the ridge
c MacDenald. We dropped down around the vest side o f
he mountain and got up via a snov gulley. On top ve
id ~. good viev o f Rexford, Slesses and the impressive
erch Cascades, in the U.S. We had lunch and sunned
urs-?lves out cf the vind. Back on our way dovn, John
:-:.d a new descending method: belly schussing. It's
c'.= cf fun but look out for rocks and foot holes I
While the enthusiasts of this nev sport slid further
i further dovn the wrong side of the mountain (ie
vay from camp), Tom and I vent or; a short side trip to
•; . We're, which overlooks Chillivack Lake. At the top
s sav a ptarmigan in its vhite vinter plumage. It
toed cut against the dark rock and brown plants,
hich are usually snov-covered by mid-November,
he vind vas picking and as we looked south we saw
ark clouds and rain a few hours away, heading toward
c. Wr slid down scree slopes to the pass where we
oined the others, and we headed down to the lake.
The continuation of our hockey game was postponed
ir.ee it vas now so varm that the lake had a thin film
f water on it. We got into the van and started home
•-st as it got dark and started to rain.
IRS: Jehr. Laldvin
Dale Little
Lave Milligan
Tom Tiedje

Wayne Nagata (L)
Robin Tivy
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THE

1976

WHIRLPOOL

EXPEDITION;

DAY 1: Dec. 1 8 , 1 9 7 6 . Leaving the swamp (Vancouver) a
noon. Highlights of day are a junk food stop in Cache
Creek, and a pie stop in Blue River. That night ve see
snow for the first time and spend a couple of hours ski
ing up and down the road we slept on. (in the van.)
DAY 2:

Dec. 1 9 .

A young warden who has never beer, in

the area we are going fails to warn us of all the usual
warden inspired dangers.

However, upon reaching the

end of the road, the great expedition discovers it is
out of matches, inspiring an emergency trip to a nearny
warden-home to borrow matches.

Here the full tale of

endless avalanche slopes, etc. is unfolded in usual
warden fashion.

Before going to bed, 3 1/2 lbs. of

margarine are put into sandwiches for the expedition.
DAY 3: Dec. 20. We discover we are, after all, right
at the fork of the mighty Whirlpool river and the
Athbasca. Putting on the packs became a ritual of
groaning and grunting throughout the days to follow.
We put on our skis and its off up the riyer at a break
neck speed. There is about 1" of snow on top cf the
ice, which makes perfect river skiing. Bill comments
that cross country skis are going to "Open this country
up". The Whirlpool is wide and flat here, thus it is
not necessary to get off the river at all (only twice).
Camp that night is made about ';;lt5, under gray skies on
the surface of a small lake near the river.
DAY It: D'ec. 2 1 . With all 3 people in the Stevenson
Warmlite, a lot of moisture is discovered on the bags,
which leads us to put up both tents in the future.
Breakfast is made, camp broken, and its "up river".
However the river gets quite open in a large warm valle
forcing much walking through short brown grass. We are
on the outside of a long bend in the river, and try
crossing to gain the inside of the bend. Tom shuffles
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along the edge of a shaky looking ice bridge, testing
its strength. Suddenly it cracks up completely, and
Ic: does a ''western roll" to the bank, sinking slowly
before he rescues himself. The broken ice clears, re
vealing a large deep section (h' deep) which horrifies
everyone. (v;e didn't realize it •..•as so deep. So its
cf:" through the brown grass). Soon we are at the end
cf the little valley, and going up a canyon. Skis on,
skis off, skis on, skis off we finally stop for lunch,
ri'.l initiates the cor/plaints about the margarine sandv::'-ei. After lunch, its over slippery rocks on foot
up the canyon. The team builds 2 bridges to cross a
sictie.-. where the wall of the canyon is impassable.
7c:-. Tah = s a strong lead and falls in'vith both feet
into a 1' deep hidden puddle. Ploving out of this, he
slips on another rock 1 0 ' avay and bangs his knee.
Therefore F.obin and Bill turn back, cross the river
again to avoid this, and proceed up the other side.
Tom" -tops for a long vhile under a big overhanging
reck by himself and proceeds to vring out his socks,
drain his boots, etc., a pitiful sight to Robin and Bill
who are waiting v a y ahead on the other side of the river.
Hcvever, soon Tom is up and caught up (though on the
ct.ner side of the unfrozen river) and it becomes neces
sary fcr both sides to thrash into the woods to avoid
the impassable canyon. Shoving my skis ahead of me up
tr.e frozen dirt hill, slipping and sliding, I knock
both heels off my ski boots. Bill has taken a strong
lead through the woods, and Tom is nowhere to be seen,
but presumably thrashing through the forest on the far
side of the canyon. Ahead I spot Bill caught up trying
to climb around and down a 5 . 9 overhand. He takes off
his pack and skis, hands them to me and after much
trouble finds the route. He then stands on a small
slippery rock in the Whirlpool while I throw both packs
and ail skis to him. I then attempt to duplicate his
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lead, but finally have to have him standby belcw to
prevent me from hurling into the Whirlpool. Repacking,
we hear Tom yelling. The echo sounds like far back to
me, but he is far ahead, out of the canyon. Still no
skiing, each proceeds on opposite sides of the river.
Bill finds a trail which seems to veer deeply into the
woods, so we follow it. Meanwhile Tom is able tc ski
on the opposite side of the river. We thrash across a
small open tributary which turns out to be the middle
Whirlpool. Bill has a strong lead, but tries to ski
(under the impression that the Whirlpool Expedition was
a ski trip), and I soon catch him walking. It is about
U:30, everyone is tired, my feet are wet, and suddenly
I spot a cabin through the trees. Bill and I are quite
far from the river now, and Tom is still unable to cross.
Bill goes back to get Tom across, and I push on to the
cabin. Looks like a good place to camp, large open area
in front but no water. Cabin is shuttered, windows
don't open, and there is a padlock on the front door.
I go on, looking for a convenient source of water.
When I return, I see a light inside the cabin. Sure
enough famed B & E team of Tiedje & Grainger found that
the lock wasn't locked.
Looks great! Tom and I fetch water going back the
way we came, Bill, completely in his element now, has a
warm fire going in the airtight. That night, after
dinner, with everything drying, the discussion turns
again to whose pack is the heaviest, (or who is the
biggest hero of the expedition.) A complicated weighing
device involving hooks on the ceiling and a large steel
poker is arranged to "settle" the matter. Bill concedes
his pack is slightly lighter, but Toms and Robin's packs
must still be balanced. Under the immense weight of a
pack on each end, the solid steel poker bends double,
thus nothing can be proved, Meverthless another device
involving a broom handle is ringed up, but sliding of
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the packs makes this method also inconclusive. So Tom.
and Robin go back to grumbling proudly that their packs
are t h e heaviest. The next morning it is decided that
certain items can be left at the cabin. The second
stove, f o o d , fuel bottle ... the pile grows. Tom. sug
gests t h a t , since cur skis are useless, we should also
leave them and save a few clumsy pounds to be carried.
I'Al" 5: Dec. 22, The going is considerably easier this
day, w i t h the first morning highlight being a large
briided channel area with numerous small twisting
channels. The channels are quite clear of snow and are
very slippery. naturally a full scale formula one car
race starts with each driver trying to outslide the
other around the bends, and gunning along the straight
with both poles digging in (since the skis would only
slide). However Tom misses a pole stroke and the unevenness o f a thrust from one side spins him hopelessly
cut o f control just before a big corner'. The other
drivers are quickly past the wreckage and Tom is hard
pressed to'make up the big lead.
Bye a n d bye this idilic activity in the early
morning light cones to an end and we climb up a bit
(walking n o w ) as w e follow S G m e sort of trail around a
huge ridge jutting out. A huge valley unfolds and at
the end two giant peaks with clouds streaming from their
lofty summits. 3o doubt the legendary 17,000" Brown
and Hooker. These no doubt were the inspiring giants
that were first written about by Bouglas, then searched
for by Coleman and others for so much of their lives.
The objects that lead many a pack train to get out from
Laggan (the Lake Louise Station then) and proceed north
in the Bow Valley in search of the Legendary Whirlpool
river leading to those giants believed to be the high
est mountain in Sorth America, These mystical giants
which had originally failed to show up on Sanford
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Fleming's surveys, these monarchs of the Rockies....
A quick check of the map reveals that they are Kane
and Evans. Well then, where are Brown and Hooker? The
valley is endless and completely blown clear of snow,
so its walking time on the frozen pebbles and ice. All
three set off alone, each thinking great thoughts as
they walk and sing and think. It seems to go on for an
eternity, the valley continues around a big kink. In
the middle we are hit by a snowstorm of moderate sever
ity. Then it clears and we continue in the valley as
it gradually closes in to an impossible canyon. It must
be lunch time! After lunch we climb up through the
trees; for the first time leaving the river valley. We
eventually run into a trail of sorts, and follow this
for about a mile until we end in another narrow valley.
We are right beside Kane and Evans and this sparks more
discussion about the South Pole Expedition for whon
they were supposedly named! We are able to ski along
the one or two yards of ice between the river and the
banks, and this is certainly welcome. I am concerned
that my ski touring boots are not going to stand up to
all the walking and climbing. The narrow canyon sudden
ly ends, and there is no way to follow the river up
waterfalls. We seem to be on the wrong side for the
old fur traders trail although we know from an older
map that it does cross somewhere. Tom takes the lead
up a tributary creek and promptly gets a dual soaker.
The same old scene .. wringing socks sitting under a
tree. The snow is deeper now but is sugared out badly,
the way snow in trees always is when there is an in
sufficient base to insulate it from the warmer ground.
Bill and I decide that although the trusty grizzled
bear, or cat tracks continue up the creek, we will try
to climb straight up the tree covered escarpment.
Because there is knee deep snow, there is not

the

slipping problem of yesterday, but the trees are clawing
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and this route is promptly named "The Big Thrash".
Bill really takes a strong lead whenever it comes t o
thrashing on foot. After another hour, the cat tracks
reappear again, so we are happy the worse is over.
There now seems to be even more snow, and it is actually
partially covering the rocks. We can sometimes ski
through the trees. The cat seems to always know when
to cross, and we are really putting all our faith in it.
It perhaps is trying to cross the pass as we are. Per
haps it regularly crosses, and has a family on the other
side but commutes about once a week. It seems to know
when a snowbridge is safe too, and several attempts to
"beit the cat" end in misery. The rocks get a bit
rougher and I suggest we couldcut a point off by skiing
thru the woods. (Skiing, not walking). This proves
quite possible. In fact a wonderful thing happens.
Suddenly we can ski in mny different routes. The grey
late afternoon light that only seems to prevail during
December in Canada is a marvellous thing. So hushed
with banks of snow and trees, it is not something that
has been captured in pictures. Not the high glory of
the icefields, o r a beach by the roaring waves, or a
drizzle in Vancouver or Toronto, or a crystal cold day
in the Rockies, this is something else. It seems to
exist beside creeks with coniferous trees and snow.
Much quieter than mountain tops even.
We camp o n a bend in the much shrunken Whirlpool
and dig a n actual pit for the kitchen. Out come all
the foamies, two o n the ground t o stand o n , and three
t o sit on. Foamies are definitely the most useful
piece of mountain gear it is proposed. Stove roaring,
another three o f the fabulous foil dinners are pre
pared. Meatballs and gravy. The discussion turns t o
elementary particles. For some strange reason it does
not get dark until five t o six tonight, after the nor
mal 5:00 times we had experienced. Of course we are
Tl.

higher up and almost into B.C. {Where it would be only
•*:55), but still
Tonight the discussion goes on and on.
to sense ve are there.

There is snovl

People seem

Bill sleeps In

his tent while Tom and I are in the Warn-light.

Bill

insists on a picture of his ten^ which has "been every
where from the steaming jungles of Central America, to
the Crocodile swamps of Georgia,
DAY 6:

Dec. 23.

"Out of your bivuy sacks men!"

In

the gray dawn there is much grunting and groaning as
frozen boots must be melted inch by inch by your feet.
It takes me one half an hour to get mine on by this
process.

Another Carnation breakfast (for housewives

on the run) is eaten, along with other assortments.
I keep glancing up the river which seems to wind on
endlessly through very interesting terrain.

I can't

wait to make an interesting track up that river, so I
start ahead around the side of big puffs of snow, across
bridges, through the trees, I am building a tremendous
railroad to the Pacific.

The snow is perfectly white

and fluffy, with no shrubs or grass showing what so
ever.

On and on the track winds, there are so many

interesting boulders completely puffedwith snow, such
that when cutting thru them, the boulder doesn't exist.
The puffs are just snow images qf the rocks far below.
Doubtlessly the terrain was even rougher than lower
down, but now there is snow.
est problem.

Nothing causes the slight

The river is gradually disappearing, to

be replaced by numerous meadows seperated by patches of
trees.
meadows.

I can make tremendous paths winding thru these
At the end of a long stretch of track, I stop

feeling a bit like super guide, and decide to wait for
the others.

Since I made the track, I know precisely

what point on the far side of the meadow to watch for
the appearance of Tom who will probably try and he in
front of Bill.

I vait in the silence, surveying the
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neadow, eyes trained on that one tree so small, where I
Snow the track comes into the meadow. Something moves
and it is Eed so it must be Tom. He moves like the
Mirage, of the Elack Eider at the well in Lawrence of
Arabia. His feet are moving, but he doesn't seem to be
getting any closer. Tom steams by and goes ahead to
break trail, as a flash of brownish orange appears at
the designated spot, it is the Infamous Blacks Anarok.
I ro after Tom. The road bed of our railway winds along
cliffsides. At one point, I try a more asthetic route
than Tom, and Bill catches up. There are traces of sun
shine, and, looking behind, we see a great white mtn.
somehow caught in the sun. We had not seen this mtn. on
the way up, but decide it must be K2; so we take pict
ures which later proved to be so much less inspiring.
But where are Brown and Hooker, those legendary
peaks named after English Botanists? Where are the
summits which seemed to be 1 7 , 0 0 0 ' high to Douglas?
We continue on, with Bill leading doing the heavy trail
breaking. I am amazed to discover that he prefers
striding along snowless rivers to this pomp and circum
stance .
Then the great pass debate begins. We are high
on the hillside of what later turns out to be Brown,
and looking down into the valley. We are still going
up, but is the river valley? Or has it already started
ios decent down Pacific Creek to the big bend in the
Columbia? Thompson first assumed he had just found
another river flowing into the Arctic Ocean since the
Columbia flows north at this point. Tom proclaims
that surely the valley below us is going toward the
Pacific, and all of .us point out our theory of where
the apex- is. I say push on, it looks higher ahead.
The trees hang heavy with the light fluffy snow,
which must shoot up the Pacific slopes, then settle
slowly in a vacuum on the AJLberta side, And it is deep!
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Knee deep on skis, Bill quietly discovers it is armpit'
deep on feet when he tries to take off his skis. . All
of us are affected by the altitude and feel a hit woo-r
zy.

But we are less then 7 0 0 0 ' 1

Douglas, I

-T^ijgmbQfr,

based his surveying of the heights of Brown and Hooker
on the prior assumption that Athabasca pass was 1 1 , 0 0 0 '
high.

This altitude was determined by Thompson by the

boiling of water technique.

Since Thompson was one of

the greatest geographers who ever lived and his maps
were in use into the 2 0 t h century, there must be a
reason for his mistake of 5 0 0 0 ' !

Perhaps the air

rushing up the Pacific slopes created a venturi type
vacuum over the pass, which leads to lower air pressure
on the Alberta side! (since the fast moving air has a
lower pressure).

But how much difference can it make?

It would be hard to believe that tides can rise and
fall U 0 ' a day, but they do on the Peticodiac River in
New Brunswick.

Perhaps this is a rare place on earth

where the phenomenon occurs.
Tom, the outstanding Physicist of the group, is
unimpressed with my theory which I would like to believe.
So it quickly dies.

We decide to have lunch.

Looking

down we see something that looks like the legendary
committees punch bowl below.

Sure enough, out of one

side a creek (well covered with, snow) seems to be run
ning toward the Pacific, while at the other end, the
headwaters of the mighty Arctic bound Whirlpool.
behind us must be Brown.

So

It is hidden in the clouds.

I immediately propose bagging the summit.

Bill, not

driven on by such egotistical goals isn't in favour.
And Tom, who has been cursing his X-country skis
(Fischers without basewax on them), declares that down
hill type skis are required for such a feat.

So I

settle for skiing around the base to gaze down into
B.C.,

with Tom

and Bill reluctantly following.

The

snow is so deep and white covering even huge cliffs.
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It is tics to ski back dovn and Tom takes the lead. I
follow with a cheer of "Copter skiing in the Bugaboos'!. •
and very soon we are on "The Punch Bowl." Historic hero
shots are taken, then we head back. Once on the old
"railroad" we make time rapidly and a minor race breaks
out. I am in the lead but fall in the creek at a Jump
and must stop to deice my skis. Tom and Bill are long
gene, as I set off in hot pursuit. It feels good to
rip along at top speed, skiing down some sections,
quickly climbing others, negotiating the sharp corners
and lumps. We sip along at tremendous speed for 1 hour
and are back at the old campsite. We will spend the
night here again.
DAY 7: Dec, 2h. Today ve must again face the big
thrash! Look carefully for the trail and stay vith it
this •cime. The trail is found and followed, a big
improvement over thrashing. The cat, ve discover, follovs the trail completely over this section, but short
cuts straight dovn the small creek Tom had fallen in
on. On past Kane and Evans and into the Big Valley.
The ice is blown clear and there is just enough of a
hill to permit poleing at high speed for a couple of
miles. One false stroke and you are spinning sideways
without slowing dovn at all. Correcting your slide
carefully, your pole vigorously to make up lost time.
The end comes soon and by evening ve return to the mid
dle Whirlpool cabin, where Christmas Eve is celebrated.
Bill, once again King of the Woods, prepares a fire vith
some green vood he has just chopped. The "Here and Now
Generation" represented by Tom and myself demand the
dried vood be burned and replaced vith the other damp
vood. Tom proclaim? it is the best dinner he has ever
hady although I think I've had better. But it is goodl
Tvas the night before Christmas and all through the
house, not a creature was stirring, not even the two
dead mice in the traps. I empty the traps and this is
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our contribution at leaving the cabin "Better than we
found it".
DAY 8: Dec. 2 5 , Today we will ao 2 days in one. Off
before dawn, we cover the trail this time instead of
the river. There is not enough snow in the woods, but
about 2 inches on the hollow of the trail itself. This
is just enough to ski on. By lunch, we are already
past the first nights camping site. We are healthy and
strong now, MOUNTAIN MEN refreshed from the mountains.
Snow falling at times, the weather is definitely Christ
mas like. Comments start to fly concerning the shuffling
motion required to propel the Fischers on the river.
Bill, representing the Madshus Factory team, is demon
strating proper striding technique with his superior
wood skis. Tom and I are shuffling along on our
Fischer fiberglass skis. A few miles are covered, with
short bursts of speed to demonstrate the superiority of
ones own skis, Fischers are placing first and second.
Bill stops to recover and rewax. I stop a bit further
down, and pull out my secret pouch of high energy junk
food. Quickly I cram down as many chocolates and
raisins as possible. I know what's coming. I see Bill
coming, and I try to stand in hi3 way, but he blasts
past me with the formidable Madshus 220's. Quickly I
reassemble my pack. It has gotten beyond talking! The
race is on! Knowing that I will never live it down if
I don't win, I shuffle my high revving Fischer Ferrari
Europa 7T's along. Bill is striding along in the form
idable long stroke low revving Madshus 220.
On the
snow he is holding his own, and I know I can't continue
at the speed I'm going. We have seven miles to go.
Suddenly bare ice appears ahead. The track has blown
clear in spots, and the Ferraris definitely handle bet
ter on the tricky ice surfaces. Besides, I feel confi
dent my years of formula 1 experience will give me an
advantage on ice Just as Jacky Iukx is good in the rain.
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Bill is pcling furiously ahead, looking in his rear
viev mirror frequently. There is no doubt, I am
closing one gap. The third entry has dropped out of
sight, after having engine trouble (feeling sick) the
day "refcre. Suddenly Bill senses his disadvantage and
veers suddenly onto the snow. I put my foot down, hard
in an aoterr.pt to pass him. Suddenly there is no more
ice, and Bill is pulling away. I pull in behind to
.vi in 31 ream him, and there is no doubt now. The Big
M:ose is going for all he's worth. More Ice! Stride,
Stride, shuffle, shuffle, shuffle, shuffle, the race
goes on. Bill is losing adhesion on the snow, and by
shuffling I am able to keep up on the snow. However, I
am using more energy than him.' Bill would like to make
a pit stop for some more wax, but I am pressing him too
hard. Will my energy hold out is my question. He re
fuses to give an inch. Sweat is pouring down my face.
Bill is praying for snow, and I for ice. We get a mix
ture which is more ice than both of us expected. The
river r.as blown clear for long stretches, around the
bend and the bridge of the old IA highway looms close.
The clearance is only 3 1/2' and the ice is bumpy and
absolutely frictionless underneath from droplets from
the bridge. On the trip up, we went under on our knees
and it vas very time consuming. Both of us know there
is no chance for this now. We must "shoot the bridge".
We are side by side as I manouver for the outside which
I seem to remember has 3" more clearance. The bridge i.s
right in front. Both of us go down on our knees on our
skis while still travelling at tremendous speed. WHOOM,
I am under the bridge. I hear the sound I was waiting
for - the sliding of clothing on ice. Looking behind,
I see a sliding mass of skis, packs, and arms emerge.
Good! With only 2 miles left, I have it now. I put
an extra burst of energy, hoping to demoralize him to
quit. 3ut no, he's back up and in hot pursuit. Now it
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is a different obstacle, the ice is unsafe in many areas,
and the river is 15 or 20' deep in places, I start
across one area, then chicken out and backtrack. Bill
is by one in a flash on the opposite side of the river.
He is steaming hard. He can hardly see his glasses are
so fogged. Good! He'll have to make a pit stop soon.
He does, and I'm by him in a cloud of steam ana snow.
If I can only maintain my slight; lead, the van should be
in sight soon. I expect Bill to quit and claim we were
not racing or something. But he's still steaming, and
not losing any ground. My arms and back are aching
from the poleing on ice, and I see the van! I pour it
on. A decision must be made whether to go on the river
or opt for the road. The road is a bit shorter, but
has snow on it. I blaze down the ice instead. Loosen
ing my bindings while I am still in motion,-I leap from
my skis and run thru the trees toward the truck.
Suddenly I panic! What if Bill tries to claim that
because I left my skis I am disqualified? Quickly I
run back, grab my skis, and race for the truck. 3ill
is nowhere in sight. As I climb onto the road, inches
from the van I see him. He is on the road, skiing at
top speed with a big grin on his face. However he is
20' from the van; as I reach out and touch it. The
1976 Whirlpool Expedition is over.

BOW

HUT

REVISITED
Dec. 2 6 , 76 - Jan. 3 , 77

Sandy Schmid

After weeks of uncertainty, due to transportation
difficulties, as to where we would end up driving the
Chris mas break, Bow Hut was decided on as a driver
became available.
:

Bow Hut is located 20 miles north of Lake Louise
on the Banff - Jasper Highway. She trail in begins 2000'
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below the cabin at Bov Lake. The route crosses the lake,
passes through the canyon, and continues up the valley
for eternity. The final slog though, is the killer.
It becomes a matter of traversing and kick-turning, up,
up, until the cabin miraculously appears at the &k00*
level, ccnspiculously situated on the edge of the Wapta
Ic efieid.
The cabin is really quite nice; a bit larger than
the Sphinx hut, and shaped more like a half cylinder.
1'r.e sleeping capacity is stated at being 20, however
things tend to get a bit dicey in those crowded condi
tions around meal times etc. It also is equipped with
2 tables (minus one if there hadn't been a fire extin
guisher or. hand) , a kitchen sink emptying into a slop
bucket, a bit of counter space, large cupboards and a
heater run on diesel fuel that successfully keeps the
cabin warm. Sot bad for free accomodation in the
heart of the best ski area in B.C. so far this year!
We left Vancouver on a miserably wet morning, the
rain turning to.snow by Roger's Pass, making visibility
a problem. It was dark when we rolled into the Ranger's
station at Lake Louise'to register, and from there we
cautiously continued on to the parking lot on the edge
of Bow Lake. It was here we were to meet the others.
PRC. 27 : After Ted and Steve's cars arrived, we dug
into the food, taking what we thought was our share.
We shoved, crammed and mutilated it in anyway we could
to fit it all in our already stuffed packs. Soon we
were heading across the lake, perhaps a bit thankful
for heavy packs, for the wind was really howling and
threatening to blow Sheila away.
It was a hard 5 miles in, and the cabin arose like
a mirage as the last ridge was put behind us. Once
inside, ve set up our home for the next few days, un
packed the food as it was found and made dinner.
v
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There were a few other people besides ourselves, Calgary
types I believe, (say goodnight Dick).
DEC. 28: We awoke to a fine, clear morning, not a
cloud in the sky. Eager to get skiing, we ate a quick
breakfast and burst out of the cabin into the sunshine
and snow. Once at the top of the backdoor slope, some
headed up Rhonda, others Just skied around on the im
mense glacier, wondering if it ever would end. The
skiing wasn't bad; the weather couldn't be beat though.
DEC. 29: It was hard to believe another morning like
the first, but we took it graciously. Today we all
left together to climb St, Nick, some on cross-country
skis, others on their downhills. We skied to the base
of St. Nicholas ridge where we left our skis. Steven,
Dave and Steve led the 1/1* mile walk to the summit, Rob,
Ted, Sandy and Sheila went up after them to share the
view. Dr. Ludwig figured the view was just fine from
the ridge where he was.
Determined to bag another peak, a group skied over
to Mt. Olive once down from St. Nick, Eventually every
one made it back to the cabin, where quite a few other
skiers had arrived for the night. Yes, it was a
crowded evening.
That night, cooking space was very cramped and one
of the newcomers had trouble filling his stove. Unfort
unately, he didn't think to clean up the gas he spilt,
so while lighting his stove for cocking their steaks,
the whole tabletop caught on fire with the flames near
ly reaching the ceiling. We acted fast enough to clear
the table off and Dave grabbed the fire extinguisher
and gave the fire a blast. It was out quicker than it
started, but the chemicals from the extinguisher had
coated everything in its line of fire white. We all
had to leave the cabin while the air cleared a bit.
Fortunately the damage inside was minimal;.the other
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group's food was destroyed and Steve's fishnet underwear
got a few core holes added.

We all turned paranoid of

lighting stoves inside after that.

The evening ended

off vith a few rousing hands of "99".
r~-_. "-iO:
it;-: Hob
c" -celate
Ted, Hoc,

«ho could believe yet another cloudless sunny
got up early and made rolled oats and hot
(I won't' even mention that it was burnt).
Dave, Sheila and Sandy headed up towards Mt.

c np s cr. , a double peak beyond the Lunch Bump and Portal
\. The others had a long day; they skied cross.--try to check out the snow around Mt. Collie etc.
Bob and Dave went on to reach Rhondda's (real)
••• tit, since they'd gone to the. wrong peak the other
t:-e. Of course some keeners can't sleep knowing there's
an untagged peak around. Ahh well...
Dinner was excellent - spaghetti and meat sauce
(plenty of it). The cabin was less populated as the
group vith the fire act had to leave due to lack of
edible food.
DEC. 31: Ho surprise in the veather. This was getting
cuite unbelievable. We were actually hoping for a
whiteout so we could get a bit of rest. But this was
not the day.
The icefield was becoming very familiar by now as
ve made our way up and down it regularily. Our trails
carved permenently in by this time. The two Ludwigs
and Sob chose Mt. Collie as their days objective while
tne rest of us skied up Mt. Gordon's towering 1 0 , 5 0 0 '
slopes. (It's the highest peak in the immediate area).
From the top, you can look across the Yoho valley
towards the President and Vice-President, but we couldn't
quite see anyone waving to us from the Yohoers. The
snow conditions were poor, as the open slope was subject
to the wind, and therefore icy. There was no end to
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the argument of who had the best day. Those who skied
Collie wouldn't let the rest forget how excellent their
powder had been, but as Ted puts it, some ski up Seymour
for the powder, and others rather go up Everest.
The cabin was nice and warm when we got back, and
soon others arrived for the night. 'They' consisted of
'Freaky Bob', who was to prove himself alright tomorrow^
and a group of guys from the states trying out the art
of x-country skiing.
New Years Eve brought its treats - a bag of balloon
was let loose in the cabin; chips; C h r i s t m a s cake; and
a bottle of wine that was empty by 3 : 0 0 . Only k more
hours till midnight ...hmmm. That night a low cloud
bank hung ominously over the lake below, creeping slowly
up the valley and blocking out the stars. Hope yet for
a day of poor weather! Most of us went to bed before
midnight after having popped all the balloons and eaten
all the food.. A few hardy souls stayed awake to social
ize with the Americans and say goodbye to 1976".
JAN 1 : New Year's Day! Today the weather was definit
ely cooler. All the guys plus Bob except Ted and Dave
left early with the idea that maybe they'd ski up Gordon
to see what a mountain is all about. Due to the chill
factor, Rob soon returned to put on more clothes. Ted
and Dave worked around the cabin in the morning burning
garbage etc., while the girls packed a sleeping bag and
headed off up lunch bump to get some tanning in.
Later, the Gordon types returned, near frozen and
alas defeated by the elements. Ahh well, they can al
ways go back and play on Collie, Dr. Ludvig decided
that anyone who skied as well as Bob couldn't really
be a jerk, so we invited him to join our happy family
to a 'real' trukey, stuffing, rice dinner, complete
with gravy and cranberry sauce. To fins in off, we
attempted to eat 3 cheesecakes smothered in frozen
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strawberries tr.d vr.ipr.fi erean.

'..'hat a f<?ast!

No one

could -cva from the table for a while , and finally, it
vis »1I ve could do to V i i d l e to bed r.v.d oo:lapse,
:

e:.t ertair.r-er.t, after an Edacufte rest, coacirted

..." l y i n g

ail the regaining food for grebe-.

Vacks ended

u: '.-.--rly a? heavy as vken ve case up.
JA.' ' :
:

•

Re-lust sr.tly, vo !:;.d to head out.

?: . '. : • ' : : - r, , v
i ie re u cur te.:hs.

ireoti/i; vhir/ti-eo. once agr.i v. to

--e 'tsrted cut into the- crisp iscrrii::
is .-'.-•urd glance

;

Aft^r a iior-

-. :...-- out onto cur fhic, r.ucl

c

riir.

V,' l \ . '.^ final

ve loft the cab Sr., taking messoi-ies,

leaving ski tracks.
I'c-.r. the wretched svitohhacko we v e n t , riskir... u
fail c:. every traverse.

We hit tiie canyon trail and

continued on down till ve carte out at Sow Lake once
again.

"eve seemed to have some ski profclem-s; they vere

fit for kindling by the time ve reached the cars.
Covered in hoarfrost from head to too, ve crossed
our finders as ignition keys vere turned.

Silence.

It

had dropped to -33°F., the night before and the cars
vere stubborn about starting.

It finally took 2

government trucks with jumper cables to get Ted's car
started, while the Pick-Up and the Ludwig's car had to
be j u:_r eds tarted down the highway.
Glad to get out of the cold, we loaded the vehicles
and hit the long road home, stopping at prearranged
eat/rest stops along the way.

We finally arrived in

Vancouver around 3 : 0 0 Monday morning.
?A?._1':

Hob Boyce

Br. Ludwig

Sheila Churchill
Ted Fri
Steve(n) Ludwig

Dave Milligan
Steve Morris
Sandy Schmid
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YOHO

CHRISTMAS

TRIP

...balmy veather, good company, and a foot of Rocky Mtn.
powder... that was Yoho 1976.
Our drive up was without incident until just past
Salmon Arm when we hit a minor snow storm that put one
of the ears off the road three times.

In the Roger's

Pass, while waiting for the avalanche crews to blast
the road ahead of u s , we entertained the other motorists
by dancing the Salty Dog Rag.
vail!

VOC tradition will pre

The night was spent crowded five to a room in

the Field Hotel, but we awoke the next morning to clear
skies and sunshine.
The remainder of our trip was a record of good •-.
weather.

Our Ski-in took most of the first day as our

start was (typically) rather slow.

Our route went up

the valley to the Takakaw picnic shelter.

We passed

the Wapta Avalanche slope carefully, because there were
the remains of an avalanche across the path from the
night before.

The first day was a day of getting used

to new equipment, a day of rude awakenings to blisters
and a day of relaxed skiing with plenty of time to enjoy
the countryside around us.
We arrived at the Takakaw Picnic shelter at sun
down.

The place was like an ice-box; there were a cou

ple of inches of ice on the floor which we had to chip
away with ski poles in order to open the door!

Ke

spent the evening fighting for positions of comfort
near the semi-warm fire and slept the night on the b y now soggy floor.

Berni sung us to sleep with "Oh,

Canada" and "Waltzing MaMalcom''.

Any others in your

repertoire, Berni?
Hext day-you guessed it-sunshine.

Our route took

us along the Yoho River Valley to the Laughing Falls
at which point we turned West and began a series of
switch-backs up to the Little Zoho Hiver Valley,
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We

put on skins on the
progress. However,
difference from the
shopping only a few

second day and made slightly slower
the scenery was terrific; what a
hustle and hustle of Christmas
days before!

The Stanley Mitchell Hut was in no way your typical
hut! It was core of a rustic cabin, and easily accom
odated 19 of us, 5 members of a party from Calgary, and
3eis and Sarge, a German and a Japanese pair. We
nearly asphixiated everyone trying to get the wood stove
to work, and almost ended up smoking our chili rather
than cooking it. After the first night, however, no
more problems were encountered. The cabin is really
well equipped. There "were shovels, dishes, cutlery,
pots, and* pans, axes, spices, foam mattresses, buckets
etc. Unfortunately, the cabin had no wood supply, but
cur Forestry types, and Chris Hatch(et) remedied that
situation pretty quickly!
liext day, many of us travelled upi;to Kwetinok Pass.
Tern Volkers broke his ski pole and now has a splinted
souvenir of the trip he lead to Yoho! There was a
really neat avalanche just below the pass, where a big
chunk of snow had slid off some ice and compacted at
the bottom of the slope. Graham Fishlock and Paul Starr
continued on from Kwetinok Pass up to Pollinger.
Jacques Bilinski and Steve "well-digger" Grant climbed
Isolated with the group from Calgary. We also spent a
few hours having a Pieps practice. Berni was so keen
that he hid two on Graham and Malcolm, and Stacey, and
they spent hours looking for them! I admit, I helped
him hide them.
We followed our Kwetinok trip with a mass
up to the President, Over glacier to the Pass,
slipped and lost his balance, fell into a wide
Mot really true. However, Andy, in his bid on
became famous that day.
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assault
Andy
crevasse.
the Pres,

Our trip up the Pres. began vith an ascent on skies
up the glacier between the Pres. and Vice Pres. At 2 0 '
below the col, we decided that it was too steep to con
tinue on skies, so we climbed the last few feet. There
was one crevasse open on the way up and a few ice-falls.
The top of the Col, in sunny weather is quite a site.
You can see Emerald Lake in the fore-ground, blue icefalls on the Vice-Pres., and the Pres. and the Vice Pres.
rising up on either side of you. In the distance you
can see the Bugaboos. At least 12 people then continued
on to climb the Pres., for the really good view. It
vas rumoured that the Pres looked like KcKinley on the
Uth of July in Becentennial year there were so many
people up there! However, everyone was pleased that
the conditions had been so favourable and that so many
of our party had been able to get up. Paul, Jay Page,
Jacques and Gregoire also tackled the Vice-Pres. The
ski down was pretty good; it was wind crusted at the
top, but in some spots the snow was Just excellent!
Diane, Tom, Steve and I did some rock-racing at the
bottom- of the slope, and Andy is thinking of having a
party 1
Others in our group had decided to ski the Whaleback that day and were rather surprised to ski over a
big crack in the snow. However, they, made it with no
problems.
After such a successful day, we returned to the
cabin in great spirits. Jacques was into good spirits
too! And of course, on the best day, what happens..?
The Worst meal!! It was Paul Starr's creation, although
be did receive some assistance from Karen, and the food
committee should really.take part of the blame for
planning the dish anyhow. But how do you describe
pulpy spaghetti, kitchen-sink cheese sauce, rubbery
mushrooms and peas mixed together?? And
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tuna.

The next

day a lot of people suddenly didn't feel so veil anycore . . .
The next day vas Dec. 31st. Pat, Patti and Karen
give 1976' a triumphant ending ty climbing the Pres.
Jeff experienced downhill skiing for the first time,
ml;- he was trying to invent a sit-down technique
alternated with a roll-over and a head-first plunge.
Further developments on this novel way of skiing next
year. Chris enjoyed downhill skiing so much that he
has new invested in total cross-country equipment!
A no. of our party tackled Isolated Peak that day.
Isrlated is a good, relaxing day trip. We headed up
i:. gully facing Eastward, and as the sun rose, we found
ourselves just baking in the heat. Quite unbelievable
for the end of December! The climb up Isolated is not
difficult, although the rock is pretty crumbly in
places. The view from the top is great as well. Paul
Starr and Steve climbed both Isolated and MacArthur,
and even lit a candle on the top of MacArthur, to
show how windless the weather was.
We celebrated Hew Year's Eve with a 22 lb. turkey,
real baked potatoes, peas and cheesecake. Besides good
feed, there was Great entertainment. We had this really
excellent comedian in cur midst the famous Andy. Every
trip has to have someone who is an aspiring vit, and
ve had Andy. Eerni and Graham brought up crackers for
everyone - the kind you pull, and it pops - so we were
all wandering around wearing cracker hats. Jacques
locked like a king. Berni and Graham also brought up
wine glasses, and left them as a gift to the ACC from
Charles S. Bungi. At midnight (Alberta time??) we ran
outside to welcome in the Hew Year.
A few people spent most of the next day on a
sleeping-bag exit trip. The climb involved climbing
out of their sleeping bags for a magnificent view of
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the upstairs of the Stanley Mitchell Hut, including,
looking out windows.

The rest Qf us tackled MacArthur,

while a few went bird-watching.

It was a great day.

We skied up the same route as we had taken up to
Isolated, and then cut across the glacier to attack
MacArthur from the west.

A few crevasses were notice

able on the way up on the glacier beside MacArthur.
Right near the top we took off our skies and hiked the
last hundred feet.

It is an interesting ascent because

to reach the summit, you walk along a narrow ridge,
with steep slopes dropping off from either side of you.
But once at the summit, the whole ridge opens out into
a beautiful wide-open ski slopel
Fantastic!

The ski down was

The route down goes through a gully, then

onto an avalanche slope and back to the cabin.

The

snow was very soft and light, perfect for downhilling!
What a feeling of exhilaration! 'Course, we had to do
some rock-racing a few times, but, other than that, It
was great.
The trip up MacArthur was a great way to bid fare
well to Yoho.

That night we packed everything up and

prepared to go.

Next day it was about -25°C'.

The hoar

frost crystals were absolutely beautiful, glistening
there in the sunshine.
What a riot skiing down!

At every corner on the

switchback there was a body wiped out in the snow!

If

you happened to go out of control, you could only pray
that Andy wouldn't come flying around the corner while
you were lying there!
miles.

We skied out in one day - l6

It was a long day, but enjoyable.

Finally we

departed - some to Vancouver, some to spend the night
in Revelstoke, and some lucky ones went on to Banff to
downhill ski for a week.
A good trip.

Heather Hanson.
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CALIFORNIA . CHRISTMAS

BY

CYCLE

Dale Little
By cycle to California for Christmas? No way.
Bicycle i_n_ California for the three, weeks over Christ
mas and New Years. Southern California, where it's
warm, soft, warm breezes gently caressing palm leaves.
Sunshine. Yeah! Yeah! - let's go! Five said they want-,
ed to go. But on leaving day there were only three
still going. Incredible! Cancel? Ho Way. "California,
here we come!" - 2 ty car, and 1 by air.
Third day on the road. Los Angeles. Warm at last!
The next day we begin exploring San Diego by cycle.
Finally the big day arrives - Boxing Day - and we meet
our hosts, the Knickerbikers, for the first time.
What a crew! Bicycle shoes, bicycle jersies, all the
latest equipment-ve all hope we're up to this, and so
many! Only 11, including ourselves, are actually
making the trip, but perhaps 20 more are here to ride
with us the first 30 miles or so out of town.
It is explained to us that the first day we do
quite a bit of climbing. The next day is pretty flat
'cause we're on a plateau. In fact its downhill since
we descend some !»00C to Borrego Springs into the
desert. From there its a day to the Salton Sea; 3
days to journey round that saltwater body; 2 days to
climb back over the mountains by a different route and
the final 8th day brings us back to San Diego. So you
see its an easy trip. Nothing to worry about.
By the time we make Ramona for our first camp, the
Canadians are beginning to feel fatigued. Muscles
begin to twitch and bunch. Finally we come to the big
hill down into the desert at Borrego Springs. Its
everything it was promised to be. From the crest of
the mtn. we can see far off in the distance and far
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below us the desert. It seems incredible that we can
go all that way without pedaling at all! Whereas we
had shed nearly all our clothing earlier in the day 10
allow our working bodies to cool, now we don as much
clothing as we can for the long, speedy descent through
the cool evening mountain air. What a ride! A great
day!
The next day we head across the desert proper.
A new experience for us. One might expect deserts to
be boring. They are anything but.
At last we're on the shore of the Salton Sea - a
huge man made monument to the limitations of man in his
struggle to perfect nature for his own purposes. The
Sea is a monster which grows at the annual rate of one
foot of depth every year. However owing to the flat
ness of the land, 1' increase in depth covers a dis
proportionate acreage of land. Everywhere there are
abandoned buildings partially or wholly inundated with
the foul smelling salty water of this dying sea. From
Salton City we head north to Mecca and continue round
the head of the sea to camp on the eastern shore.
The next day was scheduled for our longest run,
some 70 miles on really flat desert like terrain from
Mecca to Brawley. It should have been easy, but we
had a 20 mile an hour head wind that made it easily our
hardest day. 3y the end of the day we had indeed made
Brawley but but also lost 2people who packed up their
gear and went home to San Diego via Greyhound.
The next day dawns raining. By the end of the day
we are back in Borrego Springs. Tired, wet, weary but
in good spirits for its been a good day's run despite
the weather.
The -2nd last day dawns sunny if distinctly cool,
making us feel better, as we make our way towards the
formidable mountains we must climb. We cross several
minor, and then make the final climb up the Brenner
90.
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Grade to the highest point in our travels, some 5200'
above sea level. We stay at Julian on .the last night
and from there it's "all down hill" to San Diego.
Th,e next day does indeed provide us with a thril
ling down hill ride almost all the 60 some miles to
San Diego. We go so fast we even do a few miles on the
freeway !
The expedition lasted only 8 days, but to me at
least, it seemed like an eternity for we had packed so
m a n y good times, trials, and tribulations into that short
period that it would be hard to match them doing any
thing else. We were all sad at the parting, though
g l a d of the rest.

McGillivray
Eva Macek
Louisa Wiecke
PARTY : Prank Baumann
Ross Beaty
Ehleen Bohn
Ann Carter
Varouj Gumuchian
Al Knutson

Pass
Dec. 26 - Jan. 3.
Eva Macek
Hans Muller
Terry Rollerson
John Romein
Bob Stathers
Louisa Wiecke

On the morning of the 26th, after much planning
and anticipation, we assembled on the Burnett Highway
in the pouring rain. After rearranging packs and
people we took off for Lillooet to wait for Bob and Ann
who were coming up by train. At the train station we
occupied ourselves for two hours by distributing food,
meeting everyone, taking pictures in the rain, and
having railway track races. They finally came and we
headed for Bralorne. The road to Bralorne from Lillooet
is ar. 80 mile dirt road, than seemed to be too much for
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Al's car. After only ten miles, the muffler vas ripped
off by a rock, soon to be followed by the exhaust pipe.
Further down the road the engine thermostat jammed.
Before the day was finished the gas tank vas well vent
ilated. The brake line to the rear wheels also vas
somewhat crushed. (ed. note : Bic pens are useful
tools for repairing cars, right Al ?) After snow on '"
the road also delayed some cars past Gold Bridge, we
finally all made it to Bralorne (about 9 ) , where we
stayed the night.
The next morning after breakfast and packing ve
departed for Pioneer. We managed to coax and push the
cars to go over two miles past Pioneer. We left the
cars around ten, and in beautiful sunshine we skied (and
walked) in to the cabin. Breaking trail wasn't a prob
lem since there wasn't enough snow to break. Everyone
reached the cabin by 3 . (The last groups were welcomed
by a warm cabin and hot jello). The rest of the day was
spent unpacking and relaxing.
The following days were spent skiing the good
powder. Piebiter, McGillivray, Mt. Koyal and Telephone
Bidge were climbed.
Nights were spent eating, giving (and receiving)
massages, waiting breathlessly for the continuing seg
ment of the Watermelon Joke (right, Frank I), watching
Garoovy pig-out singing, and generally having a good
time .
New Year's Eve was the highlight, complete vith
streamers, sparklers, balloons, Hot Rum Toddies, cigars,
toilet paper decorations, and proposals (U?).
Unfortunately the trip had to come to an end, so
after breakfast on Jan. 2nd after a thorough clean-up
we skied out while the snow fell (people were contem
plating staying on for the fresh powder snow but every
one decided to go out together).
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Ehleen and A n n went home by train that day, but
the rest of us vent to Bob's cabin at Lillooet and .
stayed the night there.

The next day we vent at a

leisurely pace home (including a hamburger cook-out
picnic and driving-on-ice races).
After saying good-bye at the pub at Agassiz, we
realized that the McGillivray Pass Christmas Trip of
]?~6—77 bad come to an end.

A fantastic trip vith a

great group of people.

Attempted Mt• McKinley Spring Traverse - An Expensive
Lesson
April 8 - May 1 0 ,

Andy Stepnievski

10,1976

Lavid Dausel, (L), Fairbanks, Ak.
Sd Denbov, Fairbanks, Ak.
Carl Ellingsen, Lethbridge, Alta.
Andy Stepmiewski, Vancouver, B.C.
I Beginnings
Ir. 1972 preparations began for attempt of Mt .
XCKinley - Denali (20,320'), apex of the Alaska Range
and summit of Horth America..
Initially we thought of a "tourist route" climb;
the Kahiltna Glacier and West Buttress route.

Gradually

cur scheming became more ambitious; our final plans were
to traverse the massif from north to south in spring;
across the tundra, up the Muldrow Glacier and the classic
Karsten's Ridge route, over the summit and down.the
West Buttress to 7,500' on the Kahiltna Glacier to a
fly-out.
Spring was chosen for stable weather (but cool),
absence of mobs, and an opportunity to ski across the
tundra.
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Dave, leader, vas the driving force of the
expedition. His winter climbing was varied and included
a winter ascent of Mt. Sanford (]6,200') in the
Wrangells .
Carl, "Papa" all of 27 had less snow and ice
experience. This lack of experience was outweighed by
sheer enthusiasm. It was a joy to watch Carl thread his
way through a maze of holes, fearless it seemed
Ed, "Teddy Bear" (6'2", 220 lbs) was an incredible
workhouse on the tundra byt mountains just were not his
element.
I was keen on natural and historical aspects of
Denali, less in climbing it. I'd had scattered snov and
ice throughout Western North America,
II

Preparations
Planning began in earnest in 397''. We expected
forty days out, using skis (wood with metal edges) and
cable bindings. Our footwear would be vapour barrier
"bunny boots". These rubber clodhoppers, two-layered
with an air barrier are proven Arctic footgear. Frost
bite is rare unless the vapour barrier is broken (cram
pons tend to do it).
We would fly to an abandoned Gold mining town :
Kantishna (1200') by ski plane, then cross thirty miles
of tundra south to the Alaska Range.
Forty days of junk amounts to a fair load. We
would employ a musher and dog-team to ferry our stuff
to base camp on the lower Muldrow Glacier (6,500") at a
cost of $.60 per pound ("it's a dollar z o the Great
Icefall but a real pain getting dogs over the Lower Ice
fall and Hill of Cracks", said Dennis Kogl, musher).
A four man tent would be home. Three stoves, a
Phoebus and two MSR's would melt snow and cook for us.
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Six hundred feet of marine nylon rope vas for fixed line,
two ]5C' perlcn ]] run ropes for climbing, an assortment
cf pickets and flukes, snow saws and full size aluminium
shovels with shortened handles were community gear.
lood was mainly freeze-dried or dehydrated. All
portions were doubled. Each bag ve toiled to pack was
a self complete four day supply and weighed twenty pounds.
Ill Across the Tundra
After spending a week in early April packing and
organizing, ve left boom-town Fairbanks, a little of
Texas, what vith pipeline construction, Carl and I vere
used to Texar.s as we had flovn the "Pipeline Express",
Alaska Airlines one-stop service from Houston to Fairbanks.
Gathering at McKinley, a depot on the Alasa Rail
road, ve zipped in '01 Man Judson"s Cessena to Kantishna
on April 8. Ski planes are lots of fun!
Skiing tundra vas nev for Carl and me. One adapts
to a low snowpack. Literally, snow depth was, on average,
less than a foot. The north side of the Alaska Range
is in a rain shadow; the coastal slopes receive the brunt
of the "Aleutian Lows".
The first fev days took us across country of lov re
lief, through anything but monotonous.
Ve vound through"Big Forest," the last grove of
spruce, across ice-rink overflov in river channels and
over Turtle Hill vhich does look like a turtle"s cara
pace from the distance.
During these first days, a group familiarization
process took place. Co-existence had to be practised,
ski's and other gear adapted to. Amazingly, ve found the
bunny boots and cable bindings to be perfectly acceptable,
though clumsy. Carl vas the sole exception in outfitting,
having metal skis vith a new hinged binding (Ramshorn).
Unfortunately, the bindings broke on the first day out.
It vas only due to remarkable tenacity that he managed to
ski at all. He would spend upwards of several hours
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daily mending those flimsy bindings with wire, willow wands,
fiberglass tape and frozen fingers.
On day four we entered the Alaska Range by a twoday ascent up scrub willow-lined Cache Creek, at whose head
is McGonagall Pass (5,800') and beyond the Muldrow Glacier.
The mold of the land changes from crumbly shistose
peaks typical of central Alaska mining country to massive
buttress-forming pink granites of the Range proper.
Cache Creek's rocky floor was notable for Ptarmigan.
We noted all of the world's three species there:_Roek,
Willow and the white-tail . All were in winter white.
Courting paris of Golden Eagles were common. What do
they feed on so early in thg season, expecially in these
rocky barrens?
IV

Muldrow Glacier
On April 13, the great Muldrow Glacier was reached.
This thirty-mile long glacier highway is the monarch of
the Ranges snow-parched Horth slopes. We roped here though
crachs were not in evidence. For the next three weeks,
we would go nowhere, except the latrine, without being
roped. Though the lower Muldrow is relatively benign,
its upper reaches provide interesting experience with
icefalls and crevasse mazes.
Base camp- "Muldrow Hilton" was established at 6,500'
Just below the Lower Icefall. By now we were getting some
what apprehensive about our musher, Kogl, for he was lat».
But, so as to not waste time, we gegan extablishing a route
through the Lower Icefall; this proved frustrating. In
all, three days were reqired to get through the thousand
foot Lower Fall.
On day seven, Kogl and his dogs arrived in chilly
twilight I Now, on with the Job. Next to surmount was
the Hill of Cracks, aptly named for many of its crevasses
can swallow a freight train.
break through this one.
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Two days were needed to

Ferrying loads ever higher on the Muldrow, the snowdomed South sunnit and the more spectacular, hut lower
slate-crowned North summit (19,^70') beckoned up valley.
The weather was good, even too good. The heat and still
ness cculd be quite oppressive; we .experienced so-called
Life was now getting routine We were up by eight or
so, melting snow and more snow. If lucky, we'd be off by
ten: lunch vas eaten continuously till four when camp was
made. Supper was cocked by one "volunteer", always from
the bag. At suppers end, sleep came. A leak outside
under a star-studded subarctic night with the aurora un
dulating in rainbow waves vas surely memorable, though
shivering.
Multiple ferries vere required to haul all our stuff
to a next camp. Three-tventy pound food bags constituted
a load. Add to this lunch, jice, extra clothes, rescue
gear, ice axe, crampons and radio- personal miscellany this meant a total of nearly eighty pounds. You get use
to it.
On day ten in the Hill of Cracks, Teddy Bear fell
into a hole to his chest. He got out okay on his own
but vas obviously shaken. "I'm going to be doing a lot
of thinking on the way up to 9,000'." Though I knew he
vas thinking of opting out, I felt that maybe with a full
belly he would feel better and be more inclined to carry on
There was no change over supper. The next day we
escorted him down to a Colorado group who agreed .to take
him on a rope to Base Camp as they were going that way too
One down, three to go. We knew we were in a precar
ious position but agreed that if things got hairy we'd re
treat also. Besides, the seven man Colorado team could
be an effective back-up.
On we went. The Great Icefall was a real nuisance.
It took three full days to push through it, though one
should have been sufficient. We try left, no go, then
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Mount Robson
Photo: Jay MacArthur

the middle, no go, then the left again. It goes, but is
subject to avalanches. Eventually, ve found a route down
the middle. Then its all obvious. There so easy once
a route is extablished.
Above the Upper Icefall an upper Muldrov Camp vas
set in :a grand ampitheatre at lo,700'. A gigantic ice
fall at the glaciers head - the Harper-markds the terminus
of the same named glacier and the upper basin of Denali,
the "Hall of the Mountain King".
Karsten's Ridge at the Upper Muldrow's head is a
3,000' snowridge which provides access to the Harper
Basin. This was our next obstacle.
V

Things are Falling Apart

About day fifteen a storm broke. Our tent, though
fortified vith a six-foot retaining wall of snow blocks,
caved in. -.The tent collapsed during a particularly
furious jet-roar gale.
During lulls in the three day storm, ve ferried loads
to Karsten's Ridge and left them at 11,000'. Also during
a lull, Carl's bag blev away while drying on skis. Two
days of searching failed to show any sign of it.
What do we do now? Carl plus one other soul must
go down. It might be possible to complete the traverse
without a bag, neither Dave or I would seriously consider
it. The Harper Basin is cold, forty below was to be ex
pected. Dave wants to push on. Conveniently Colorado
bails him out, as they agree to take him.
Dave insists Carl and I have an escort to the base
of the Lower Icefall which is beyond significant crevasse
danger. They refused, saying the most they'll do is go
to the top of the Great Icefall and watch through.binoclars to make certain of our safety.
On April 28, Carl and I start down. Some of Colarado
and Dave would follow later in the day and see that we
were safe.
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At n o o n ve stop for a break at 1 , 5 0 0 ' in stifling
heat just above the Lover Icefall, haying negotiated
the Great Icefall and Hill of Cracks. Then I take the
lead. Due to excessive rope slack I fell into a hidden
crevasse. Carl dives to arrest position and checks my
f all.
Meanwhile, what does Colorado and Dave see? They
are seven miles avay and the tvo figures on the snow
lock like people. In fact, they see Carl and one pack.
The rest of the rope team is quietly slumbering sixty
feet down.the adjacent icy hole.
Carl said he got no response from me for about
twenty minutes. Then I came to, delirious. With Carl's
patient coaxing, I removed all my gear except that vhich
is essential for extrication. Although he set up an ex
cellent
system, one fellow is clearly incapable of
lifting an over hundred and eighty pound, semi-mobile
victim: crevasse lip friction checks even superhuman
efforts. Fortunately, I became strong and alert enough
to jumar cut. Two and a half hours after my plunge I
popped out, with a helping hand from Carl, to warmth
and dazsling brightness.
Carl set up the tent, changed my clothes and dragged
me in the tent. Off he went, unroped to get help from
the Colorado group and Dave.
VI

Exodus
About two a.m. the next morning, Dave and a couple
Colorado fellows headlighted into camp. I was thirsty
and in some pain. I was at this time, fairly intact. N o
head injury was apparent.
Carl came down a day or so later after recuperating
from his exhausting push, with a Colorado escort. They
came through with a fine effort in the end, though we
vere hardly chums on the Upper Muldrow,
Carl and Dave spent three days trying to radio out,
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with no luck. Four or five days after By fall, I was fit
to ski out very slowly. Dave raced ahead to get help,
hopefully Kogl and his dogs were still mushing on the
tundra.
I was very lethargic on the march across the now snowless tundra, though fit enough to bird watch and see
spring time hurst. I'd have to be really ill to lose in
terest in the world about me 1
On May k, we made it to the Wonder Lake Range Station
and on the sixth, a Super Cub flew me out from a gravel
road, single lane and not all that straight. Over crags
dotted with Dall Sheep and caribou trails, I flew to
McKinley Depot.
A quick check at a medical post showed no serious
injury. Only later was I to find that there ..were five
broken facial bones.
I was in Victoria the evening of the sixth, Carl
and Dave spent nearly a week walking out on the Denali
Highway as it was closed til summer, in weather worse
than we had high on the mountain.
VII

Retrospect
Our grossest errors, as I see them were the following:
First, as a team, we were weak on expeditionary ex
perience. Second, as we had ;not climbed as a group
prior to the climb, we knew little of our comrades real
weaknesses. In this way, we might have forseen 2d's
problems, or mine or Carl's for that matter. Third,
gross technical errors on our part were several, from
fainling to tie down a bag to excess rope slack.
Despite the calamities, I fondly remember the outing.
We worked hard, saw buddies in good and bad times and
finally E.S broken men. Memories of the hours spent hud
dled around the roaring stove in the tent will never fade.
The natural history knowledge of a subarctic landscape
I acquired is especially treasured.
If I was to do it again only several details in
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planning would change. First, I would prefer an earlier
start. Late March would allow one to cross the tundra
on winter snow instead of spring snow. Second, for break
fast I would include far more eggs than ten days supply.
I noted that a high sugar breakfast made for an exhausting
day's march whereas eggs provide the necessary protein for
sustained effort. Third, I would rely on igloos from
3 , 0 0 0 ' up, as we had planned.
They are warmer than tents,,
solid and a challenge to build.

Anders Ourom
Last year I had the good fortune to spend two months
rock climbing in 3ritain during what was to be the driest
summer in 300 years, an experience which I enthusiastically
recommend. I need advise no one on methods of getting to
and around the U.K., except to note that one should ob
tain several of the general guides to climbing" areas (sush
as Paul Nunn's Peak District guide), which proved an in
valuable help in locating the crags and which contain most
of the best routes. Finding partners once there is no
problem, especially for a wandering Canadian.
I first visited Snowdonia, which shares with the
Lake District the distinction of being the home modern
rock climbing. The best climbing here is found on the
Three Cliffs, Clogwyn Dur' Arddu (Cloggy), Tremadoc, and
the sea cliffs of Anglesey. Excepting Tremadoc, which is
granitic, the rock is generally a sound volcanic, and
though steep is copiously supplied with incut holds. Pubs
and hostels are liberally scattered through the area, as
are the inescapable sheep (dead ;or alive). Most of the
climbs I did, such as Cemetery Gates and Ivy Sepulchre,
provide superb climbing on steep walls. Fortunately, the
climbs are usually well protected with nuts, so even a
visitor like myself may climb routes which previous gen
erations stood in awe of.
The contrasts between climbs in Snowdonia and the Peak
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District could hardly he grater. Instead of multi pitch
routes on sharp incut holds, one is faced with the rounded
jam cracks on gritstone edges or the strenuous, uncom
promising limestone tors. Here are found the "oetter part
of Britain's hard routes and the most climbers. Many of
the climbs are intimidating to see, although this, is often
illusory. This did not prove the case with the two best
routes I did, Sloth on the Roaches and Sirplum on Plum
Buttress, which lived up to their reputations as the best
routes in England. Sloth, for example, involves a jamcrack
through a ten foot ceiling; although but 5-9 in difficulty,
it seemed a lot harder.
Unfortunately, I did not visit other of Britains'
numberous climbing areas; I dearly wished to visit the
sunny graite cliffs of Cornwall but lacked time. I did
climb on the superb Yorkshire cliffs with Bob Wyvill
(who I later attempted the Salathe Wall with) , as well as
the nasty slimy sandstone of Helsby and Harrisons' Rocks,
with their idiosyncratic gradings and peculiar techniques.
The trip in a sense was a pilgrimmage; I had never been
to a truly foreign cliff previously, and was very surprised
to find that British climbers vere not after all so very
different from their Canadian counterparts, apart from
bizarre senses of humor.
Squamish Report
Anders Ourom
Climbing on the Squamish Chief, Canada's premier
cliff, has been unprecedently expanding in the last few
years. Not only are the numbers of local climbers growing
geometrically (or worse), but increasingly British, Amer
ican, and Australian climbers are visiting and making
contributions to the increasingly competitive climbing
scene. As is the trend in other centres, free climbing
has come to predominate, with over 25 pitches of 5.10
grading or harder established in the recent past. Foremost
in this trend has been Eric Weinstein, although a solid
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core of talented younger climbers has now emerged which
soon will end his predominance.
Typical recent climbs are Sentry Box (currently the
hardest climb in Canada) and Blood Lust Direct. The
former, at one time p.n aid route,-was cleaned of dirt,
etc. and then, after numerous attempts over a year was
forced free by Eric Weinstein. The latter typifies the
more modern slab climb, which pursues an exceptionally . .
tenuous line and is protected entirely by bolts. Huts
are used almost exclusively for protection of free climbs,
although pitcns continue to be used extensively for long
aid routes.
Some of these long routes lately ascended include
Weinstein and Hattens, Up from the Skies, (a terrifying
series of expanding flakes) as well as less contrived
routes such as the Sheriff's Badge, completed in four
days last year by Paul Piro and Greg Shannon and then
soloed by Steve Sutton in a unique (for Squamish) second
ascent. Unfortunately these routes often rely on undersirable rivets and bathooks, in place of reliable bolts.
The immediate future appears to hold much in store,
although the number of reasonable lines remaining is de
creasing rapidly. Early repeats of many of the recent
routes confirm their classicity, and point the way for the
future. Surprisingly, there have not yet been any deaths,
although this is only a matter of time. One thing is
certain
Squamish is no longer rthe climbing backwater
it vas so recently.
Climbing Harness
Rob Boyce
A body harness is generally considered necessary for
rock-climbing safety, but also has its place in general
mountaineering. Designs vary from the simple swami belt
to hip or chest-only types to fullbody harnesses. The
first is adequate for low-angle rock; but the area of
body supported is inversely proportional to the chance
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CLIMBING

HARNESS

of injury in the case of a fall. A swami belt can be
most uncomfortable for the victim hanging free, and his
breathing car. be severely shortened. Finally, should an
unfortunate : descend head first, a swami or hip harness
might be flipped off his hips (Females have an advantage
here) .
There are many harnesses on the market, usually
overpriced. The disign in the illustration is an allcver type; simple and effective. It can be manufactured
by even a mental midget with 22 feet ($3) of 2" seat belt
webbing, a sewing machine (heavy-duty, if possible), poly
ester thread, and a little tine (you weren't going to
study, anyway).
This harness is fabricated .; in 2 parts, which must
be worn together. The quoted sizes must be cheched for
personal curvature, so that it will fit snugly, allowing
for any heavy clothes. Don't underestimate sizes needed
for knots.
The upper part is begun with a 75" strip of webbing,
21" at each end folded in 3 lengthwise and stitched flat
(ie. 2/3" wide). The ends are then tied in figure-8 knots;
which should touch when pulled around the upper body. Next,
a 52" shoulder strip is sewn on as in the diagram. The
chest part should fit so that it crosses the bottom of
the sernum.
The nether section is built from 120" of webbing.
Sew, tripled, 2 U " at one end; pass the webbing around
the other hip, then stitch the crossing points and sew
the long end triple.
Eow you will have some left-over material, in case
ycu are error-prone or particularly well-endowed. Uote
that the. stitching at the back and hips can fail and the
harness will maintain its integrity. How, to wear it:
Don the chest part (over your shoulders, dummy); pull on
the hip part; feed the long end through the loops formed
by the figure-8 knots and tie to the short end with a
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tape knot.

Tie in a (belayed) rope to both loops (bov-

line or doble figure-8, please), and you are ready for
free fall.
Hov Tough are V.O.C, Trips?
Rob Boyce
From observations taken (by the vriter and others)
during general mountaineering (indluding climbing

and

camping conditions) in B.C., it vas hypothesized that the
toughness of a trip could be rated accurately.
studies have

Recent

shown that the toughness factor varies in

relation to a number of variables:
0 =f(t,T,s,h ,h ,«h,||)
B

o

e

It is suggested that individual personal character
istics have no effect on the value of 9g.
the Buckingham-

Proceeding by

Theorem, using thorough empirical testing

and exhaustive field analysis, the following formula vas
derived:

© =KC
N

1.85 eh

*h sin (sin h
o

e
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h
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6

toughnes coefficient (see Table 2)
weather constant (see Table 1)

T=

temperature in degrees Rankin

t=

time allowed for the time (hours)

s = entropy (disorder)
0= absolute elevation (feet/]000)

h = exposure (feet/100)
e
elevation change in one day
*h=
dh^ slope
ds
miles from ho-e
s is calculated by: 10(# leaders)
# in party
(miles of trip + 1)
:

h is calculated by:

|o.8(*h
1
0

h

o P I to give stastical

weighting to ascent.
In bivouac situations, the formula simplifies to:
eh sin (sin h 1 . 1 2 )
B
'0
o
e
where T

c

is the time spent in bivouac.
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The toughness factor if applied to the party (not
individuals) for the entire trip, usually, hut may also
apply to single days therein.
Table 1 : Values of k
wind (mph)

clear

overcast

rain

snow

0 - 15
15 - 30

0.8

1.0

1.1

1.2

1.0

1.1

1.1*

1.1*

over 30

1.2

1.3

1.6

1.7

Avalanches
Frank Baumann
Ir. t r c duct ion : Winter mountaineers, ski tourers and skiers
are concerned with four aspects of avlanche knowledge:
1.

Knowing the conditions that can cause snow in
stability in order to evaluate the hazard on a
given slope in

2.

the mountains (snow evaluation).

Knowing terrain conditions that are prone to ava
lanche hazard in

order to optimize route finding

(terrain evaluation).
3.

Knowing techniques that will minimize personal
risk in the event that an unstable slope must be
crossed (avlanche safety).

1*. Knowing avalanche resuce techniques in order to
carry out an efficient operation should an acci
dent occur (avalanche resuce).
Each of these subjects if very complex and this ar
ticle should only be considered a very basic introduction
to the subject.

However, the most useful practical points

are presented below.
cr.ov Evaluation:

This is a very complex subject that is

difficult to learn without a lot of study and practical
experience.

Adequate evaluation requires not only a know-

lege of the history of the accumulated snow that
evaluating.

you are

For this reason, it is normally impossible

tc adequately do on a normal touring trip.

Therefore,

assume that your snow evaluation knowlege is very crude
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and make routefinding decisions accordingly.
Guidelines:
1. Beware of avalanche danger during or ir:mediately
after a snowstorm, especially when the accumulation is
greater than one inch per hour.
2. The hazard greatly increases if winds of greater
than 15 mph are present during the storn. These can cause
substantial snow buildups and sonsequent formation of slabs
even though total snowfall is minimal,
3. Dense snows {such as vet snows) will avalanche
more easily than dry powdery types.
U. Snow stabilizes more slowly at lower temperatures.
Thus, avalanche danger after a storm will persist for a
much longer time if it is very cold (less than -15°). Ccn=
versely, if temperatures rise above freezing, melt water
from surface layers of snow can trickle down and lubricate
sliding surfaces such as ice layers, causing vet sncv ava
lanches .
5. New snow bonds less will to smooth surfaces
euch as grassy alpine slopes, smooth rock slabs, any
thawed and refrozen snow surface (raincrust, suncrust,
summer firn). Especially dangerous is a new snow accum
ulation that rests on an unstalbe snow layer such as
depth hoar (which will, if disturbed, collapse leaving
large hollow zones under the snow surface) or snow crystals
that act like ball bearings (such as needle and pellet
shaped types ) .
6. VJarm winds, heat radiation "trapped" by a thin
layer of high cloud, and .meltwater will all serve to
cause rapid melting of the sow and subsequent weakening
of the internal structure.
Terrain Evaluation; For the average winter recreationist,
this is the most important aspect of avalanche safety to
learn. Unlike snow evaluation, which seeks to determine
the risk of a given slope avalanching, terrain evaluation
seeks to avoid the avalanche slope altogether or at least
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pick a route that will minimize the risk posed by it.
Guidelines:
1. Ridges are the safest place to travel.
£. Valley floors, as far away from adjacent sidehills, are the next best route.
3. Woods are generally safe since trees provide
anchorage for the snow. However, avalanches can still
occur, especially at timberline where trees are sparse or
or, snail, steep slopes in wooded areas.
U. If an avalanche slope must be crossed, the higher
one travels the better EXCEPT on concave slopes. In the
latter case, pick the path of minimum slope angle.
5. The most dangerous slopes to cross are those be
tween 20 and 50° slope angle. Bear in mind, however,
that wet snow avalanches can occur on slopes of less than
20° and conversely, hard slabs can form on slopes of
greater than 50°.
6. If an avalanche slope must be crossed, bear in
mind what will happen to you if it should slide. For
example, a slope that would avalanche into a narrow
gully or a crevassed glacier is far more dangerous than
.one that would run out into an open meadow.
7. Slopes below corniced ridges or other lee slopes
are especially prone to slab avalanche build-up and should
be avoided.
8. South facing slopes are especially prone to wet
snow avalanches on warm afternoons in the spring when
the meitwater production is highest.
9. When climbing gulleys, be aware of hidden snov
slopes above, you that could avalanche. Harrow valleys
should also be treated with respect since avalanches may
start far above you because of dangerous temperature or
vind conditions that you are not aware of in the valley
bottom.
10. ' Generally, convex slopes are more likely to slide
than concave ones.
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Avalanche Safety: This section deals vith measures that
can be used to minimize the danger if an avalanche slope
must be crossed. Remember though that the best advice is
AVOIDATJCE of the avalanche slope.
Guidelines:
1. SPREAD GUT- the easiest and foremost rule to
learn. Only expose one person at a time to the danger.
The rest of the party should act as observers, ready xo
note the burial point of the victim, should an avalanche
occur.
2 . Do up clothing, put on any extra clothes, remove
runaway straps and ski pole wrist loops before venturing
onto the slope. Also, packstraps should be loosened for
quick removal.
3. Cross the slope quickly, moving downhill if
possible (when on skiis) from on island of safety (such
as clumps of trees) to the next. Remember to step, look
back and observe your party members once you have crosse
a given slope.
U. Do not linger in avalanche prone areas. Camp an
make rest stops only in areas that are 1Q0% safe.
5. If you have .an avalanche beacon, make sure
it is on and working properly. If you don't have a bea
con, use an avalanche cord. This should be stored ir.
your pocket in such a way that it can be quickly deployed
and tied tc your body.
6. If you are caught in a slide, fight tc stay on
top of the slide by making yourself as light as possible
(abandon pack, etc.) and using a swimming motion. If
you are covered, try to bring your hands in front of
your face and also in fron the chest at the last moment
be fore the. avalanche stops in order to make an air space.
Avalanche Rescue: Time is of the essence in avalanche
rescu e since most buried victims will die within one
hour. To find a victim by conventional probing methods
is extremely slow and difficult vo*k. For this reason.
1
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the use of an avalanche beacon such as a Pieps is highly
recommenced. If you do a lot of travelling in uncontrolled
backcountry areas, a beacon should be considered neces
sary equipment.
Guidelir.es :
1. Check for futher slide danger. Slopes adjacent
to the slide area are especially prone to futher avalanching. Pick an &scape route in case of a second slide.
2. Mark the last seen point of the victim.
3. Quickly search the debris for clues such as
gloves, skiis, etc.
h. Send for help if it is readily available (less
than 1/2 hour away). Otherwise, do an intensive search
yourself.
5. Systematically probe the most likely burial areas
with ski poles or avalanche probes. Mark areas that have
been searched and also the perimeter of the slide if new
falling snow might obliterate the search area.' A coarse
probe should be used- stand shoulder to shoulder and hold
your probe with both hands in front (probes should be 30
inches apart). Probe only once then, at a pre-arranged
signal, move two feet forward and probe again. Speed
and military precision is needed for optimum results. Re
peat the procedure if you are not sucessful.
6. If the victim is found, check breathing first.
Treat mechanical injuries and cardiac arrest. Remember
that vital signs may be difficult to detect due to
hypothermia
DOH'T GIVE UP!II
Equipment: Below is listed the essential equipment that
should be carried by every pary venturing into avalanche-'
prone country.
1. An avalanche beacon and/or avalanche cord.
2. A collapsible lightweight probe (at least one
per party).
3. A lightweight snow shovel,
h. A first aid kit.
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5.

Minimal survival gear (small enBolite, extra
clothing and a tube tent or bivouac

REFERENCE)

sack).

ABC of Avalanche Safety by Ed La Chapelle.

Avalanche Beacons
Frank Baumann
The use of avalanche beacons has Increased
dously in the last year.

tremen

It should be noted that all

standard rescue plans using probes should be modified to
include a sweep with an avalanche beacon during the
search.

This is critical since it would be most un

fortunate if an avalanche victim wearing a trnsmitting
veacon was found diad by a rescue team doing a regular
probing search.
Three types of beacons are widely available - the
Skadi and Pleps units which operate a a frequency of
about 2270 Hz and the Autophone which operates a t dif
ferent frequency.

The Austrian Pieps is the most popular

model due to its low price ($35 tp $50)

but it does have

the disadvantage of a smaller range ("25 m) compared to
the others (100

m).

(Ed. Note:

V.0.C.'bought

10

pieps

this y e a r ) .
Basically, the units are a combination
receiver.

transmitter-

When one travels in avalance terrain, the unit

is kept transmitting.

Since power use is minimal, the

units can be kept in the transmit position all day; a
set of batteries will normally last for 75 days.

If in

doubt about the batteries, replace them with alkaline typ
If a skier is buried, the survivors switch their units to
receive and search the avalanche debris until the signal
is picked up.

Since the units are volume sensitive, the

receiver signal will increase in loudness as one
towards the transmitting beacon.

one can home in on the buried beacon and victim.
Detailed Usage Instructions:
A.

Preparing for a trip:
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moves

By adjusting the volume

1.

B.

Make sure that everyone in your party has a
beacon that works at the same - frequency.
2. Eave at least one probe and one shovel in
hour party. This equipment is essential for
an efficient rescue; an avalanche beacon is
not sufficient.
3. PRACTISE WITH THE BEACONS BEFORE LEAVING1
Checking the Beacons:
1. The leader of the party moves about 20 m
away from the rest and puts his unit in the
transmit position.
2. The rest of the party switch their units to
receive and check whether they can hear h i B
signal.
3.
k.

5.

C.

The leader now switches his unit to receive
while the rest switch to transmit.
The leader turns his .volume down unitl he
cannot hear the signals and then has each
party member walk by him individually to check
whether his beacon is functioning.
The leader should also check each volume con
trol to make sure it is turned to maximum.
This does not affect transmitting but could
be crucial if a unit must be used in the
receive position.

Avalanche Rescue - Part One - The Initial Search
1 . Evaluate the site for further avalanche dan
ger. Post a guard and plan an escape route
if necessary,
2.

Ask everyone to switch their units to receive
and make sure the unit is at full volume.
VISUALLY CHECK TO MAKE SURE THAT EVERY UNIT
IS OH RECEIVE .

3.

Tell the party to immediately switch their
sets back to transmit if another avalanche
should occur.
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It,

Switch your set to transmit, hack off a hit
and ask the party if they can hear your sig
nal.

Switch your set hack to receive.

This

step should take only 2 0 seconds.
5.

Instruct the party that on command they will
spread themselves eyenly across the slope and
wald in a straight line over the area to he
searched.

Make sure that the spacing between

individuals is less than ho m .

Tell then to

stop periodically for a second and listen
for a signal.

Ask them to remain quiet and

"signal!" if they pick up a tone.
6.

Normally, people should retain their packs
to ensure rescue gear is immediately at hand.
For ease of travel and possible use as
probes, ski poles should also be retained.

7.

Usually, the marking of the entry, last seen
point and perimeter of the slide is dispensed
with in searches using beacons.

Use your

own judgement, however.
8.

If someone picks up a signal, assign that
person to trace the signal down.

If more

than one person is buried, the rest of the party
should close ranks and continue the search
pattern.

No more than two people should do

the detailed tracing of a signal, the rest
should get the rescue gear ready.
Avalanche Rescue - Part Two - Detailed

tracing

of the signal:
1.

Do not try to use your beacon as a direction

2.

When a signal is picked up, yell "Signal" and

3.

Return to the point at which the signal was

finder.

continue along a straight line until it fades.

strongest and turn $he volume down until
you can barely hear the signal.
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h.

5.
6.

7.

Turn 9 0 ° to your original line and walk in
a straight line away from it. When the sig-'
nal fades , turn 1 8 0 ° and walk hack until the
signal fades again.
Return to your new strong point and repeat
the process - BE SYSTEMATIC.
As you get closer, he aware of any trees, •
rocks or benches that may have caught the
victim.
When you get very close, stop and turn the
receiver around a horizontal and vertical axis
until the signal is strongest. Continue
the search pattern with this orientation,
eventually sweeping it right over the snow
to find the strongest point.

8.

9.

Locate the victim with a probe or ski pole
(remove the basket) and dig him out. Shut
off his beacon if more than one is buried.
As soon as the victim's face is uncovered,
remove any snow or other objects from his
mouth and begin artificial respiration if
necessary. Remember that hypothermia may
decrease a victim's vital signs of life enough to make him appear lifeless. DOH'T
GIVE UP!

Practising with the beacons:
1 . Treat the beacons with respect - do not
drop or throw them.
2. When burying a unit for practice, wrap it
in a glove or ensolite to protect it from
the cold or an overzealous shoveller. Check
to make sure the unit- is transmitting before
you leave it.
3. , When practising, emphasize the need for a
systematic search; do not let people just
wander about. Also, make sure that they do
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F.

have a probe and shovel in the party; this
way there will be less liklihood of these
items being forgotten in a real situation.
U. For added challenge, try burying two or more
beacons and varying the distance between them
The Final Test:

Ho one should be considered proficient in the
use of the beacons until they can successfully lead a
search that recovers a beacon in an area of 100 by 200 m
in under SIX MINUTES (assume three searchers).
Are You Avalanche-Wise?
Frank Baumann
Below are listed some typical situations that may be
encountered -by w;inter recrationists venturing into
avalance-prone country. Head the question carefully and
decide whether an avalanche hazard exists or not. Remem
ber that it is valuable to know not only when a slope may
be dangerous but also when that two feet of new powder or
that long snow slope between you and your destination is
relatively safe. The examples are based on actual sit
uations that the author has encountered.
1.
A week after a light snowfall, you are ski touring up
Cloudburst Mountain. As you cross open but gentle slopes,
they often settle, sometimes with a faintly audible "vhoom
emanating from the snow. Soon after, a short but steep
snow slope above a small gully Just be crossed. Will
it be safe?
2. You are skiing at Whistler Mountain two days after a
one foot snowfall. A 3 you come to a concave lee slope,
you notice that many small sluffs that seem to have all
started at a point have occurred. Would you ski the slope
3. After a long ski tour out of Singing Pass, you get to
a long open 25° slope that must he crossed. Although the
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May sun is hot on your back and the trip is nearly at an
an end, someone suggests backtracking into the woods a bit
and having a snack and a rest.

Soon the sun will slip

behind a ridge and it will cool off again and freeze.
Should you stop or not?
it.

You have driven all night to go on a ski tour near

Jasper.
tells

It is clear and bitterly cold.

A local skier

you that you should have been there a week earlier.

He explains that a good foot and a half of new snow had
fallen at Marmot Basin but that it was now all skied out
except in exposed areas where the snow had been too
wind packed.
"5.

Is there any avalanche danger?

You are traversing a moderate slope just at timberline

near V.'hisi >: er.

The slopes above you have been somewhat

wind-packed but now the sparsely wooded slopes prmise bet
ter skiing with their somewhat softer snow.

As you stop

for a second, you notice that the snow in front of you
has cracke-1 slightly, the break extending for about 20
feet ahead of

your skiis.

Does this mean there is any

significant avalanche danger?
6.

On a cold February day,

you decide to ski tour up to

Blackcomb Mountain and spend the night in a snowcave.

As

you dig the cave, you notice that there are several pronoun
ced ice layers in the snow pack.

As you dig into this ice,

it comes out in big chunks with the overlying snow often
stuch solidly to it.
must be crossed.
7.

The next day, an open 25° snow slope

Will it be safe?

You arrive at the base of Blackcomb Mountain and

notice that, although it is cold and wintery in the valley
bottom, all the snow is gone from the trees near timberline.

There have been no particularly strong winds since

the trees in the valley retain their snow cover.
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You

wish to tour up the relatively narrow Blackcomb

Creek

valley because of the spectacular mountain scenery high
above you.

8.

Would there he any avalanche danger?

In May, you lead an introductory ski touring trip up

to Pump Peak on Seymour.

By the time you get there, the

top two inches of snow are quite slushy.
the final.steep

(30°)

As you approach

section of the tour, you notice

that chunks of snow falling off the trees near the top
have pinwheeled
of places.

9.

(snowballed) fown the slope at a number

Would you go up the slope?

You are only a half hour from the summit of Mount

Garibaldi.

You decide to leave your skiis and skins to

dry in the sun while you cross the bergshrund and make
your way up the final steep (30°)

slope to the the top.

Although you have noticed a few small avalanches

earlier

In the day, there is no evidence of any sliding up high.
Will it be safe?

10.

You are ski touring along a high snowy ridge near

Squamish.

It is quite windy and someone suggests that

you drop onto the leeward slope in order to get out of
the wind.

Would yau do it?

Answers to "Are You Avalanche Wise?"

1.

No it will not be safe.

Settling as describe, expecially

when accompanied by audible noises, is often caused by
overlying snow settling into hollow spaces left by the
collapse of depth hoar crystals.

This could lead to a

climax avalanche which in this case would be expecially
bad since the runout area is a gully.

2.

Yes, the slope should he skiable.

Although a lot of

snow has fallen, it has had two days to settle out and
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sinter. The sluffs are a good sign of stability; they
are simply caused by the snow seeking its natural angle
of repose, much like sand on a sandpile. If a slab had
teen formed, the small loose snow sluffs would not exist.
3. You should step. The slope would present a classic
vet snow avalanche danger as long as the sun was shining
or. it and caused melting. By waiting until the sun sets,
the party would have to cross a refrozen but a least sta
ble slope.
Yes there is an avalanche danger. At very cold temp
eratures, the danger presented by a heavy fall of snow
car. tersit for many weeks. The fact that there was wind
accompanying the storm indicates that substantial slab
build-up may have occurred.
5. Yes, there is a high avalanche hazard. Cracks running
out in front of our skiis are a sure sign of slab ava
lanche build-up. The skier in this example should immediat
ely kick turn and retreat along his existing ski track.
6.
Yes, it will be safe. Ice layers are quite common in
the coast mountains where there are many freeze-thaw
cycles ever the course of the winter. As long as the
overlying layers of snow are will-bonded to the ice,
this fact in itself does not signify danger.
•T. Yes, there would be an avalanche danger. The fact
that there is no snow on the high trees inicates that
there is a temperature inversion (again, quite common
on the Coast) and that melting is probably occurring up
high. The rapid temperature change could cause unstable
snow high above the valley to slide across the narrow
valley and bury the ski tourers.
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8.

Yes, the slope is not dangerous,

Pinvheeling is only

a dangerous situation if it involves deeper snow layers.
As long as only two inches of slush exist, the danger of
a large wet snow avalanche are minimal,
9.

No, it will not.

If it is hot enough to dry skins,

a wet snow avalanche danger could exist.

Since the temp

erature will rise during the day and since lower slopes
in the the area have avlanched, a serious danger could
exist, especially on the descent.

Also, the presence of

the bergshrund is significant since even a small slide
could carry people into it and bury

10.

them.

N o , you should stay on the ridge,

especially had places for slab build-up.
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Lee slopes are

